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N LEMONYELLOW poster paper,
Tony Quixote and Treasurer
Tracy ride foolhardily. The
steady steed of the ASBSU is
. mounted in opposition. Tracy
is trying to lead Tony by the tail while
squatting firmly on his own ass. This is the
. pictorial fable on the CULL posters.
CULL?
The Committee to Unseat Lund and
Lefteroff, CULL, is a movement to oust
• ASBSU Pres.ident Tony' Lund . and
Treasurer Tracy Lefteroff from office.
Eden Holt, Jice-chairperson of the ASBSlI
Senate and a member of CULL, said that
CULL is a "handful' of very dedicated
people." Holt said that everything Lund
and Lefteroff have been involved in has
"lead to conflict, attack, and negative
things." She said she felt that all matters
should be brought out into the open.
The ASBSU Constitution spells out that
if CULL is to recall. Lund and Lefteroff
they must: I) collect signatures from 20
percent 'of the student body on petitions
that request that a recall election beheld
and 2) garner the support of two thirds of
the students that vote in that election.
At a press conference last Wednesday
CULL began its drive to collect the 1,400
signatures necessary to initiate a recall
election.
In die Beginning...
Since Lund took office last spring, the
campus had been like The Raiders of the
Lost Ark. The action has been fast paced
adventure and misadventure: a steaming
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by Tom Fish
jungle of politics and the mystery of powers
beyond understanding.
Dismissals, appointments and resigna-
tions have been done and undone. An
incriminating tape disappeared and reap-
peared at the Statesman. A custodian has
counseled a president. Furniture has been
moved In and out of offices like some
midnight high-jinx. "Proper procedures"
were bypassed and became the by-word of a
new age of power definitions. Senate
meetings were held and then vanished
without quorum. . by Meg Fereday_
Firing at the SPB;
On May I, near theen4 ot.the 'SO-'S 1
school year, a newly installed ASBSU
President, Lund, removed Carl Lindblom
from the directorship of the high-budgeted
Student Programs Board. According to
Holt, Lund failed to give adequate
justification for this important dismissal
and simply told Lindblom that he was
"inexperienced and incompetent."
Later, Lund appointed Brian Harm to
the director's position. Student Union
Building. and Student Activities Director
Dennis Freeburn said Lund acted without»
proper' advertising for applicants or
without calling the selection 'committee of
.the SPB to meet to consider the only
applicant, Harm. These two procedures are
required by Senate Act #S, Freeburn and
BSU coordinator of Special Events, Steve
Dingman, both members of the selection
committee for the SPB director , have asked
thatproper procedures now be followed.
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. to the Zoo,
the Boise
Primer is
for fun.
The BoisePrimer is a
lunch time, break time,
night time, weekend guide
toBoise,aimed at cleaning
up those "nothing-to-do"
cob-webs.
We get bored, you get
bored so ... The Boise
Primer is born. We've
scoured phone books, city
streets, and our memories
til we're blue in the face. «starts page 9Continued to page 5-
MolvorM,ountains?
),h,e§aga of ASARCa in the WhiteClouds--
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.~'. ' '.' .:' .\ FI'ER ELEVEN YEARS of silence, a up exploration with the intent to develop an
.....................-.-i P. .•oliti.c•a.I-•...h.o..t.be..d 1·..S., ..r.e.b.or..n.... openpii molybdenum mine on their'_'. ,The characters and setting. properties in the White Clouds. . .'... .... 'remain the same, yetthe time . Molybdenum is a lustrous gray metal. "
'. . and ,climate have changed. More than 80 percent oftheworldsupplyis
Once again, 'th~' challenge .of conflicting used by the. steel, i'ndustry to 'strengthen
philosOppiesarisesbe(ween environmental-:, metals. WorldmiI1eproduction: of-moly
ist and p'ro-minin~ interests. .' 'exceeded demand .and· iiwentories: were
,-;'}.'hisSummer, the American Smelting enlarged for the first time in 1972.and'RellnhigCompariy, (ASARCO) for- Alth01igh th'esupply continues to exceed
.malty mkwith Forest Service officials to thedemand,the. price per pound has risen
excha!lg~i~formationJor thef~sttiIl!e in a considerably. ... , .... '. . '.' ',.
decade:IThe ,incidentsetth,epublic afire .Minill& inierests.c1aimthe .need to
.with' the :cear' t~at· accelerated exploration . .'produce,' molybdenum for future . stores
:and dcvc:lopment plans were intl:ie offing. _ overrides the deniandsof enllironmen-
,'In 1969ASA~CO'annoullcectplll,l1s tosei" ."talistS ..Eilvironm:ent9.Iists·clltimthe need. to
protect the environment far" outweighs. a
demand for large reserves. '
,Pdli'tical Particulars
. The,1969' ASARCO proposal quickly
became a tug-of-war between opposing
forces. A yew later, gubernatorial' . .
candidatesX'ecil D~ Andrus and Don
Samuelsonpltinged into a heated contest .
"based onop'posit~viewstoward
.ASARCO's proposal. . '.
Aildrusopposed the ASARCO/White
aO\ld:projectwhile Samuelson supported
.Continued to page 22.
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**ATTENTION **
!! BSU STUDENTS J!
de 2<nippen dfai't f]:)e~l.gn
offe~ a[[!B8rz1 8tudent~
$3.00 off a[t~'tuice~
cReg gJti&~: ' !Bc8ru fPt~
$8.75 Haircut Only $5.75 !!
10.75 Men's Blowcuts 7.75!!
12.75 Women's Blowcuts 9.75! !
Also: Now thru Sept. 31 $10.00 off all Permanent Waves!
~ Call Us Soon- 343·3382.....!JID~ Close location to College
-.~ .~ Froncisko 120 cSo. 5th & o1.1ain cSt.
/W~_" (J}j,nA. .."nA14 or . :B~4J'U1lJiain DfJ:Boiu.
~ orVY7~'1fI' Alex :BoUr.. !Jda1'zo 83702
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Wanted:
Concemed BSU
Students -
The following
Committee's are in
need of new
student memebers.
Associated Students of
Idaho
Representative
Student Programs Board
Broadcast Board
Publication Advisory
Board .
Election Committee
Personnel Selection
Curriculum
Competency Review
Financial Advisory
Health Advisory
Alcohol Awareness
Honors
Library Committee
Matriculation
. National Student
Exchange
Promotion
Snack Bar Remodeling
Student Lobby
Student Union Board of
<Jovenors
Tenure
Plus many more.
H you're interested,
apply •..Applications .
are available at the
ASBSU. office-2nd
.t1oor-SUB or SUB
Union Station.
THE
BANK
THAT
GOES
TO
SCHOOL
WITH YOU
First§ecurity Banks
Each alfiliale bank 01Firsl Sei:urily Corporation Is a member 01FDIC.
HOURS: .
Lobby: 9:30 a.m . ...;.5:00 p.m., Monday thru Thursday
9:30 a.m. - 6:00 p.m., Friday .
Drive-In: 8:30 a.m. -'- 6:00 p.m., Monday thru Friday
Glenwood and State .
Drive-In: 9:00a.m. - 3:00 p.m., Saturday
ADDRESSES:
1'19North. 9th Street (MalnOfiiCe)
Drive-In: 9th and Bannock
.. 80 South Cole Road (Franklin and Cole Office)
421 Nprth Orchard (prchard Avenue Office)
-16th and State Streets
2601 Cassia (Vista Office)
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.We nEled your ideas-_,BeCreativet
... .,
Nome the New Deli
(Located in the Sci- Ed Building lobby). ~""" __'"
. Win Dinner For 2 at the· ~.~:::
Black Angus Restaurant! ~,
Enter now.•.Enter as manytimes as you like!
Fill out the coupon below and return to
Union Station in the S.U.B.by
4PM, September 18. All Entrie~ welcome!------------------------"Nome The
Deli Contest"
Name __ --~-----
Telephone _
Suggested Name -------..;.--
The most importantJhing in your life
right now, is probably not your bank;
And that's as It should be.
You aren't here to worry about
your bank, But your bank
should be here to worry
.obout you. .
And we are,'
That's the FirstSecurity
feeling. Confidence. security
trust. If you're from anyone of
over 100 Intermountain cities,
you may have grown up with .
that feeling. And you have
every right to expect it here.
Even if FirstSecurity was not
your bank at home. we want
to be your bank here .
. Come in.
7700 Fairview (Westgate Office)
3301 Chlnden BI'td. (Garden City Office)
10342 Overland (Five Mile and Overland Office) .
6788 Glenwood Avenue (Glenwood .and State Office)
, ,
HANDIBANK LOCATIONS:
When you need your bank - day or night
10342 Overland . .
119 N. Ninth SI.
16th and State'Street
2601 Cassia
7700 Fairview
. 103 12th Avenue (Nampa)
.'.
____ ..~~~ •. M_'_"'_".....,....,,· .•~·_._.; _, .L..' .... ",;~._.-,- .. --",.' .. ~.- _ .. --.~-_. __ .
Summer
News
Briefs
by Marianne Flagg
MAY
13th. Pope John Paul II is shot by
right-wing Turkish terrorist Mehrnet Ali
Agca, Agca had previously threatened the
life of the pontiff and said he 'couldn't care
less about life. "The Pope was shot as he
was riding in an open car through Vatican
City. TwO women, one an American were
also injured in the mellee.
14th. Convicted murderer Thomas
Creech is held in isolation at the Idaho
State Penitentiary as a suspect in the slaying
of fellow maximum-security inmate David
- Jensen.
14th. A kidnap attempt is made on John
Evans, Jr., the son of Idaho's governor.
The plot is foiled when Evan's wife, Karen"
then six months pregnant, crawls out their
bedroom window to summon help.
14th. Ronald Reagan becomes the oldest'
American President, at the age of 70 years
and 99 days. He beat Dwight D.
Eisenhower for the title.
21st. Boise City Councilman Mike Silva
accepts a job with the Heublein
Corporation' as manager of Public relations
for Western operations. Hewas frequently
critical of downtown developers and was
mentioned as a possible' candidate for
mayor.
21st. Socialist leader Francois Mitterand
becomes France's 21st president, calling for
a 'new alliance of socialism and liberty;'
22nd. Jerry Falwell, leader of the Moral
Majority, holds a 'Love America' rally at
the Idaho Statehouse steps. Spectators
included both his supporters and detrac-
tors.' ' , ,
22nd. The Reagan budget plan gains
Senate approval. The plan allows for a 1982
budget of $695.4 billion. The House
approved the budget one week earlier.
23rd. The "Yorkshire Ripper", who
terrorized Britain for 2 years is sentenced to
life imprisonment. Peter Sutcliffe, a truck
driver claimed tdivine mission' for his knife
killings of 13 women.
24th. Boise's homosexual, community
holds a late night rally on the Statehouse
steps to protest Jerry Falwell's denuncia-
tion of them. Speakers said that they too,
love America,'
27th. An Idaho farmer circulates a
, petition in support of ,Interior Secretary
James Watt. He says, 'I really believe
Watt's not getting a square shake,'
27th. OPEC, spurred by Saudi Arabia's
refusal to hike its oil prices, agrees to accept
a freeze for at least six months.
, 28th. An electronic warfare jet on night
training crashes on the flight deck of the
nuclear-powered aircraft carrier U.S.S.
Nimitz. Fourteen people were killed, 48
injured.
,29th. Air Force Sgt. John Raaen III is
sentenced to six months ,confinement and
his wife is .given a two-year suspended
sentence for the attempted sale of their
7-month old daughter.
30th. ,--Idaho Director of Law'
Enforcement Kelly Pearce confirms that he
is considering running fer Mayor of Boise.
30th. United Mine Workers bargaining
council agrees to anew ,contract ,Witht~e
soft coal ind~stry.
of Robert Redford, and directed by Cecil
Andrus, obtains authorization from the
Idaho State Board of Education to join
with Washington State University in
establishing the Institute.
. 4th. Reagan forges the, 5~10-10 individual
tax cut plan spread out over three years,
amidst protests from Democrats who
propose a two-year compromise deal.
6th. An underground nuclear test in
.Nevada, the sixth announced ihlsvear,
takes' place in the area of tli.ePahute Mesa,
2,000 feet below surfact. ' The explosion
force measures" between 20 and 150
kilotons, ' according' to David Miller,
infQrmation officer for the Department of
Energy at the Nevada 'resting Site. A
.kiloton equals 1,000 ton of TNT. "There
was no escape, of radiation," above ground
and the test went off with no problems, he
says. "A lot of dust was in the air until a
light breeze blew it away," Miller says. The
total number of tests conducted at the
Nevada Testing Site since 1951 is 571,
although not all have been revealed to the
public.
7th.3,400 people protest in Tokyo over
U.S. nuclear arms. The protests, which
began Thursday, June 4, have gathered a
total of 100,000 people, making the protest
the biggest in Japan since 1960 when riots'
over the U.Si-Japan treaty forced then
President Eisenhower to cancel a trip to
Tokyo. The 3,400 protesters included
WWII atomic bomb attack survivors.
8th. Israel bombs Iraqi mike plant. One
French techniciankilledJn, that bold
daylight attack,in which U.S.-made jets
were used. U.S. officials dissapprove of
the attack, and say it jeopardizes current
military aid to Israel. Israel President
Begin replied, "We, reached the point where
it was clear to us that if we do not act now
perhaps we will be too late," The Iraqi
reactor posed "a very real danger to the
'people of Israel," he said.
12th. Charles Manson talks to "Tomor-
row" host Tom Snyder at th~ Vacaville
Prison in California where Manson is
serving life term imprisonment for the Tate
murders. During the interview, Manson
still refuses to admit to the murders, despite
repeated attempts by Snyder urging
Manson to confess. " Manson asserts, "I
never murderedanyone--I wasn't responsi-
ble for any murders ... Ilove the world as
much as (President) Reagan loves the world
that he lives in,"
13th. ,Seventeen year old
Marcus Simon Sargent runs up and fires six
blank shots at Queen Elizabeth II from a,
range of ten feet. The monarch is startled,
but unhurt, while the young man is dragged
away by Scotland Yard agents amidst
'shouts from the crowd to "lynch him!".
14th. U.S. to sell arms to. China:
Secretary of State Alexander Haig says the
U.S. and China agree to, the, need to
confront , Soviet global, expansion'.: .and 1
agree to make an arms deal, in which the
U.S. would sell arms to China. The deal is
jhe first of its kind since the communist
takeover, in 1949. "
, 15th. 'public Utilities President, Perry
Swisher, backs a new Idaho rather than
Nevada coal~firedplant because, he
believes,ainore environmentally sound
JUNE facilitY,could be built in Idaho~'
2nd. B.R.A. sells downtown p~oject site "'19th~"A'SyPhilis epidemic spreads 'over
to Winmarfor $1.7 million. Eightblocks 'southwest .Idaho. "Twenty-eight ca~es
compOse the project area, which is bounded altogetherof'syphiIis were diagnosed in
by capitol Blvd, Grove,,9th, and Bannock Idaholast.year;thisyear already 20 have
,beenrep, orted, . 'The cases are located fr,ol11.
Streets. ",". 0 ·h h ' C d3rd. Boise School Board Approves $3.8 Ontario, regon· t roug anyonan
million budget, a 7.8 percent increas~ over Owyhee cO\lI1tiesand as far as Idaho Falls,
last year. , " , "safif~ slalouthwestDistrict Health Department
3rd.' Arms cost may overrun $4.8 billion- 0 IC ' s. , . , ,
says a congressional report. Cost overruns, 20th. ' France's President Francois
says the study, are due to rising costs. .Mi'-terand's Socialists swept to their biggest
4th. The Institute for Resource Manage- victory in history winning'a solid majority - ,
ment at the University of Idaho, brainchil~_ ' "" 'ContirlUed tapage ~i·;:,"
i
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IRebozzl' sBack
in School by, Denele Sandidge
before the Student Policy Board. The
Policy BOard, which takes the first step in
.settingUniversity policy, needs to clearly
define what the appellate provision for the
grievance board should be 'for future
judicial cases.
BSU Bronco Rick Rebozzi won't grace
the turf of Bronco Stadium this fall, but he
will be able to attend classes. The Boise
State University Academic Grievance
Board's decision to suspend Rebozzi was
overruled by President Keiser and the
academic suspensionhas been lifted.
Rebozzi was called before the board on
August 20th after the BSU English
Department filed an academic grievance
claiming that last spring Rebozzi had a
friend take an English Competency test in
his place. . ",
The grievance board listened to Rebozzi
and, Charles Davis; head of the English
Department. After deliberating behind
closed doors, the board reached its decision -
, to suspend .Rebozzi for the Fall semester
with the possibility orreinstatement for the
Spring semester. If reinstated, he would be
placed on academic probation and would
be.expected to maintain a "C" average.
"That was wrong," Rebozzi said. "It was
just too harsh of a penalty."
According to Dr. John Eibl, Deputy
Director for Academic Affairs of the Idaho
State Board of Education, the judicial
'process is an internal policy decision within
the individual institution.
Vice President of Studerit Affairs Dr.
David Taylor explained that the first step of
judicial process for a student charged with
academic dishonesty involves going before
the Academic Grievance Board.
The board, as defined by the University
Policy, is made up of five students and five
faculty members" and. has "the ultimate
authority in acadernicmattets-'
However, this is the first time the board
has acted as a judicial board rather than as
a hearing board. In the past, decisions have
, ,-iJ\'(olved abstract questions between stu-
dents and teachers, such as a controversy
over a student's grade. -Never before has
such a concrete issue of Ii clear-cut violation
of the Code of Conduct with possible
consequences of suspension been brought
before The Academic Griev'ance Board.
The University Policy also states that the
defendant's rights iriclude "the opportunity
for appeal of any Judicial Board decision."
Taylor, who also' sits as the Chair of the
Student .Policy Board, advised the
Academic Grievance Board that there must
be appellate procedures, available after it
,renders its judicial decisions. .
Taylor ,who as Vice President of Student
Affairs is usually responsible for imple-
menting .the decisions fJf the Academic
Grievance Board, told The University News
that his advice to the board was, "We have
to provide the opportunity to appeal, and it '
follows that the next authority would be the
President,"
Eibl also said the Idaho State Board of '
Education delegates the ultimate judicial
authority of each individual institution to
the president.
- Since this is the first time the Academic
Grievance Board acted as a judicial board
and since appellate provisions aren't
concretely defined by university policy, ,
Taylor intends to take the' appellate issue
'. ,'j
Rick Rebozzi
, While Taylor spoke in specifics about the
appellate procedures for the grievance
board, he declined to speak in specifics
about the Rebozzi case, saying, that
"Iadividual cases aren't for. public
consumption except by choice of the
individual," .
Rebozzi appealed the decision to Dr. John
Keiser, President of BSU. Keiser lifted the
academic suspension but Rebozzi still
won't receive his scholarship or be able to
play football.
"I think he (Keiser) made a very fair
decision," said Boise State coach Jim
Criner. "I think the punishment was too
harsh and I'm happy it was overruled,"
Davis declined comment when asked
about the decision. '
Criner said the most important thing is
that Rebozzi is able to.get an education. '
"My concern is for the welfare of Rick
Rebozzi as a person, not as a football
player," he said.
Rebozzi said he'll be attending school
this fall but will have to take out a loan
because of his withdrawn scholarship.
With Rebozzi ineligible to, play, the
quarterback position is open to two
sophomores- Tim Klena, who started at the
opening' game Saturday night, and his
competition, Craig Wallis, a junior college
transfer.
"I want Rick to play in the spring,"
Criner said, "and we'll have a scholarship
for him then."
When asked about the relationship
between Rebozzi's suspension and the
hiring of an academic advisor for athletes,
Criner said he's been fighting 'for one since
he's been at BSU. .
"Athletics ask for a lot of time ..", he said,
"We want them (the athletes) to make
normal progress toward a degree - not just
to be eligible tl)'play." ' ," ,
A part-time academic advisor' was
recently hired. September. 1 .marked the
beginning or the program with a test given
to the players to determine their academic
strengths. and weaknesses. .
Write or ··SeeThem:·
Congres~man L,arry Craig
BoisePhone: 334-9046 ,
Washington Phone: (202) 225-6611
Washington Address: 515 cannon
Building Washington D.C. 20515
Senator James McClure
Boise Phone: 334-1560
Washington Phone: (202) 224-2752
Washington Address: U.S. Senate
Washington D.C. 20510" "
PUBLIC MEErINGS
BOISE CITVCOUNCn.'
The: Boise ,.•City council meets every
Monda~ n~ght!it ?:30, P'Il1~p.~ ~~e,Thir.d
floor of CIty Hall. Member~ of-the pubhc
are weicoine~ , ,",' ", ',,;
, A pUblic workshop on air pollution in
Boise willbe held on SePt. 23 a17:30 p~m.
at the Boise Public Library. All interested
citizens are invited to attend. Results from
. the workshop will be supplied to the Ada
,Planning Association,
Congressman George Hansen
Boise Phone: 334-1876
WashingtonPhOIle: (202) 225~5531
Washington AddreSS: 1125Longworth
Building WaShington D.C, 20515 '
Senator Steve Symms
, BoisePilOne: 334-1776
Washingtop,Phone:(202) 224-6140
Washingtop,Address:, 452 Rllssell Building
Washington D:C: 20510
r:
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Want to see your name in print?
Anxious for attention for your
creative achievements? Then take
that poem out of the closet, that
short story out of the drawer ..that
essay out' of jhe notebook and
submit them for consideration for
publication in the twelfth edition
of BSU's national award-winning
literary magazine, cold-drill.
This year's literary editors,
Nicolette de Csiday and Karen
Ertter, and the faculty advisor,
Dr. Robert Allen Papinchak, seek
quality manuscripts of all types
including postry, short stories,
plays, .essays, interviews and
telescripts. All forms of art work
will also be considered, as well as
musical compositions.
Manuscripts' should be typed,
double spaced. Include a cover
sheet with your name, address,
and telephone number. Do not
include your name on the
manuscript itself. -Materials will
be returned only if a stamped,
Enrol1ment in Boise State
University's summer session' was
up 366 students from last year,
according to Director of Contin-
uing Education Bill Jensen.
During the past summer 3,551
students enrolled in the summer
session constitution an 11.5
Students in health sciences percent rise over last summer.
programs are invited to attend the Enrollment _ was up in al1
Statewide Public Health Forum to categories, he said. The School of
be held in the Student Union Business drew especially large
Building on September 16 and 17. numbers in classes in general
There is no registration fee. business, management and ac-
The forum will start at Ipm on counting.
September 16 and close at 3 pm Jensen attributed the enroll-
September 17. ment increase to the. fact that
The forum will examine public .outstandlng faculty often like to
health issues to day' and in the teach summer school and students
'next decade in order to assist in receive more individual attention
adequately planning for the future during the summer session. Also,
delivery of public health services, more classeswere'offered t~is past
in Idaho'.' .. ' _ .sum~er than had been previously,
Advance registration is desir- he said. ' .. ,' . .
able. Boise State officials are plan-
For additional information, caU ning for ways to accommodate
385-1787. . . students who failed to get the
courses they wanted. The enroll-
ment problems came to light when
registered students received com-
puter~produced bills and course
schedules for next fall. Many,
particularly those who registered
in June, had been denied basic
courses which they had requested,
as class· sections were reported
filled. About 121 of the nearly
2,000 students shut out of classes
didn't get any courses they had
signed up for.
The BSU class crunch, based on
a 31 percent increase in fall
semester 1981 pre; registration
over that of faU semester 1980 and
a 20 percent increase in new,
student applications alone is still
very real, said BSU President
John Keiser.
In response to inquiries from
concerned students and parents,
university personnel have been
working aroung the clock to come
up with solutions to the registra-
tion problems, Keiser said ...
\'.'1:N. . . . Ne>H+, . .
"The only gnu that's fit to
print" ,
Editor
Brad Martin
'Ad Sales
Laurie Moore
'Bookkeeper
Jennifer Justice
Recepdonlst ,
Marta ViUarreal
Senior Researcher
Janice Pavlic
SenIor Writer
Meg Fereday
Entertalnment
Lindsey Lafon
Writers
Tom Fish
Marianne Flagg
Russ Markus
Janice Pavlic
John Reese
Denele Sandidge
Sports Writer
Shawn de Loyola
Layout Cblef
Lindsey Lafon
Layout
Joel Carlson
Tereasa Guy
Alisa Looney
Lori Milliken
Typesetters ,
Valerie Hammond
Linda Schlehuber
Heather Schroeder
Sheila Sparks
Connie Storm
Senlor Photographer
Brad Eells
Photo Staff
Meg Fereday
Dick Selby
Staff Cartoonlst
E. Danilo Ruiz
Apprendce Staff
Kim Kamradt
Karla: Roderick
Shanna WeUs
Dlstrlbudon
Stephen LaFon
self-addressed envelope is includ-
ed.
Deadline for all materials is
Friday, December 4. Submit your
work to the English Department
office LA 228. For further
information, phone 385-1246 or
385-1206 ...
The UnIversity News is
published weekly by the
:students of Boise State
Contributions and
advertising are solicited; the
editors reserve all rights.
Offices are located on the
2nd floor of-the SUB.
Hours 8:30 to 5:00 Monday
through Friday. 385'1464
SUBSCRIPTIONS
Get a full. year of The
Unlvenilty News for S6,
,delivered to your door by an
agent of the U.S. government'
.to IJOot.AlIowthatagent two
'days toa week to deliver The
New s.1910 University Dr.
Boise, ID 83725.
Name~
Address:
St. Zip
Get a $20Jebate
on tileTI-59 Programmable.
Even without the $20 rebate, the TI-59 is special-it's our most
powerful programmable,and we've never offered it at a lower price.
The TI-59 gives you up to 960 program steps, or up to 100
memories,plus magnetic card read/write capability. You can also
slip in one ofTI's Solid State Software" modules and success-
fully attack complex engineering, business, statistical and
scientific problems. And by adding the optional
PC-looC printer, you can record
your calculations.
So if you like the idea of
having real programmable
, power, take us up on our
rebate offer. Buy a TI-59
now, and fill out the coupon'
below.The offer ends
Dec.31,1981~
1~'lY~l Tcxar.. Instruments Incorporatedr-·,..---------·-··,
I bought my TI-59 Programmable at '
(store name): -,-.,-,--:,..-.,~ __
and have attached the dated sales
receipt and completed customer infer- '
mutton card (packed In box), My TI·59
Serial No, is (from
back of calculator), Please send my $20
rebate check to:
NAMF......; _
ALHJHF;~S__ _'_ _
CITY STATF._·_ZIP __ '
Send to: Tex ..' Instruments TI·59 Rebate Offer
P,0, Box 72:>Dept. 59. Lubbock. Texas 79491. •
:--;(rrE: PnH1fflfpuIThw' must be dan ..d between AUguSll.
1~I1Uld l>~'\'4'mbl'r 31._1981.orr~rvilitl where pruhibited.
Offl'r glKHIonly in U.S.A. Rebate applies til purchases tlrTi ..~!1
E~rtlgrammab1t· ,unly. Items m~t.b+! p'~l~ark.['(1 by.lanuary -.
1.), I~. AlIuw 30 Ilsj'lI fur delivery. Limit one per persorvaddrvse.
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
INCORPORATED
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covered the defense costs of the Shepard taking a few days to inventory and clean the format change from rock to more jazz and
case, but for future liabi,lities the News' has office, he said. classical music.
bought into the State of Idaho insurance Lund, who had submitted a request for Many of the announcers, however, had a
plan. Martin has suggested that in future the space, had talked to a custodian who liking for rock 'n .roll and didn't like
contract negotiations' with the Senate, told him that the office was going to be management dictating sweeping change. At
funds for liability insurance should be made into conference rooms. this time the announcers began to, take
mandatory as a real cost. After office "hours," on the day that the complaints and' petitions to Lund con-
On May 12 Lund signed a contract to concerning Irons' management of KBSU.
disperse funds to the University News. Irons said that "working relations had
In early June, Lefteroff asked Martin broken down." In an open letter' to the'
who. was in Washington, D.C. on a Broadcast Board advising KBSU, Hart
research internship to return the contract to outlined ways in which Lund and Lefteroff
Boise so Joe Grefer, BSU Director of had interfered with KBSU affairs. In the
'Purchasing, could sign it. letter, Hart said that Lefteroff-was heard to
Grefer eventually signed the contract say, "We must get rid of these people even
'''without any problems." ' if it means shutting down KBSU."
On June 30 Lefteroff froze the $48,900 in In separate interviews, Leggett and
I funds allocated by the Senate-and promised announcers Charlotte Mixon and Mike
.by contract to the News, According to the Zuzel each emphasized that the changes at
contract, signed by Lund, the funds.were to KBSU were brought about by the
be transferred to the News on July t, the announcers in collective action, and that
first day of fiscal year 1981-82. Lund and Lefteroff only helped facilitate
Lefteroff claimed three reasons for this the changes, namely Irons' resignation.
'actiori: .that Grefer.. 'whose signature is Irons resigned August 17. Hart said, "It
required on such contracts, had not yet is my opinion that Tom was railroaded out
'signed it and that a discrepancy existed in of the general manager position."
the News' 1980-81 nscat.veer accounts; ,According to Holt, Irons told her that
Later, he made allegations that Martin had, Lund said if Irons did not resign, they
liedjn contract negotiations with the Senate would bring the apparent charges
concerning legal payments. , compiled in the announcers file against
On the same day as the freeze, Lund him. Irons resignation was' not an
asked that the combination of the admission of guilt but "he has other
door-lock on the News office be changed. ' Senat or HoI t oj CULL. activities and didn't. think it was wort!'
The new combination was eventually given Alumni moved out, Lund moved furniture staying on," Hart said. To date; charges
to Shelly Moore, of the News staff, and into the vacant office without authori- . have been brought against Irons by student
was told to let only essential personnel into zation. officers.
the office. Lund said that he was protecting Lund said, "I wanted my intentions to be, "I probably wouldn't have left if there
state property in the News office. known. I wanted to drive my point home. weren't so many problems. The situation
Lefteroff explained 'his actions in This is the Student Union Building, and if became. unproductive and I was falling
freezing the News funds by saying he anybody has the allocation of space it's the behind on my thesis completion. I'm no
found a discrepancy in the News' accounts Student Board of .Governors- The kind of longer general manager of KBSU and no
and he thought jt should be brought before talk,I'd been hearing about .student officers longer involved in student politics. I'm now
the Senate before funds were transferred. was nor going to be tolerated. My, moving a faculty member of the Dcpartment of
The accounts showed that $375 had been in was a statement." Communications," Irons said.
spent on legal fees while Lefteroff said that Vice-President of Student Affairs, Dr.
Martin had said only $300 was spent. DayidTaylor, and Freeburn both said that
As a member of the News negotiating the manner in which Lund acted in this
committee, Martin said he had told the situation "was wrong."
Senate during funds negotiations, that the Freeburn had Lund's things moved out
News spent $4OQon legal costs for retainer 'but.;" after processing the' room and
fees and, out-of-pocket costs, to News revie\~ing ~he request,aut¥ri:ed Lund to
attorney Tom Borresen. ' . .", ,move back in. The custodian was wrong.
On July I , in a meeting of the News'
Publication Advisory Board (PAB), chair- AirWaves at KBSU
.person Jocelyn Fannin said that only the
board has the power to dismiss or appoint
the editor and that they are additionally
'empowe'red with financial overseeing
duties. "We are quite alarmed that the
, funds -were frozen, without consulting the
'board." Fannin said. .
~ 'Lund said 'he had not previously
consulted with the board because he
,thought they did not have a quorum or
powers relevant to the situation.
James Maguire, faculty member of PAB,
said that Lund and Lefteroff were "setting
a dangerous precedent in bypassing an
advisory group that had been established to
deal with just such matters. There was no
reason for their' actions. They made a
mistake on this issue."
The PAB decided at this meeting to use
remaining News funds from the previous
fiscal year to fly Martin back to Boise from
Washington, D:C., to appear at a special
meeting of the student senate that Lund
had called to convene on July 10 to discuss
the funds freeze.
During .the emergency, senate session
,Martin testified that he did not knowingly
misrepresent any budget figures. 'News
financial documents were provided to the
Senate, which clarified, misunderstandings.
What had happened was . that Don
Barclay; previous News editor, had paid
courtcordered-costs which Martin, then"
acting ad manager, had not been told
, about. '
Martin had not lied and therefore there
was nota financial discrepency. The Senate
then agreed to lift Letteroffts freeze.
Bf------1!f------1· 1'---'-----\
Summer
Fun at BSU,
-Continued from cove"
Stop the Presses
The depth of the conflict, misunder-
standing, and·misinformation which exists
in the relationship' between Lund .and
Lefteroff and their detractors is best
illustrated in the Un"verslty News
episode;
While the Senate, the' University News
editor Brad Martin, and the general
student' body were out of town, the paper's
funds were frozen, and its editor publicly
called a liar.
To Cull or Not to Cull
On August 31, the ASBSU' Judicial
Council handed down a decision stating
that over haUof the ten ASBSU Senators
are needed to conduct senate' business.
This decision means that actions of five
spring and: summer Senate sessions have
been nullified due to a lack of a quorum.
including Senate approval of Lefteroffs
appointment as treasurer for ASBSU. '
Now pending before the Judicial' council
is a Senate inquiry into the legality of
Treasurer/Senator Tracy Lejterojj.
A month and a half after the funds were
unfrozen, Tony Lund said of the News
incident, "The newspaper deal was handled
totally wrong."
Some Background .... KBSU will, be celebrating its fifth
anniversary, soon. Several of the staff have
been around sirlce the station' was ~ mere
In a December 197.9jSSUt:.of;.theArbiter:<
Sally ,Thomas. then editi?r:.Qfthe paper and
later AS BSU presideht ;'; pubfj'shed',a
statement alleging that"~'a: successful-
blackmail and extortion:,attelUpt" was
made by Mark Shepard ,ag;linst an
illusionist show he was. p'romoting.
Seven days later the Arbiter published a
trent-page retraction, however, in May
1980 Shepard filed a, libel suit against
Thomas, the Arbiter, ASBSU, and BSU.
While the Arbiter staff was under the
impression that as a student organization.
the cost of their legal defense would be'
covered by BSU's liability policy, to their
dismay this wasn'tthe case.
In February 1981, in a case brought
before Idaho's Fourth District Court by
BSU and the ASBSU, Judge W.E. Smith
ruled that neither Thomas or, the News
(which had changed its name from the
Arbiter) was covered by BSU's insurance.
The News then had to face paying the
costs of the defense as well as any damages
awarded Shepard if he were to win the case.
These costs were to come out of News
funds, but the News receives approximate-
ly 50 percent of its funding from the
ASBSU (allocatc,:d by the Senate) and SO
percent from advertising revenues. This left
the News in an awkward position in as
much lis they had to ask the ASBSU to
cover the costs of the Shepard cas", just
after the ASBSU had sued the
News to exclude thenlfrom their insurance
policy. ' ,," '-
, Because ofthis and because last year, the
ASBSU considered that the paper had not
printed what student' officials 'wanted,
negotiations with the ASBSl,I. for funds to
publish the~981.-82 News were rough and
tensions' were, high. Finally, the negoti-'
ations were settled. ' ",
This 'spring,a $10,OO9Jegal fund for all
,recognized ASBSU: organizations was
,established by theASBSU Senate for costs
not covered by the ASBSU, insurance
policy. The Senate then, authorized the
News to bill their defense costs against that
account.
Tracy Lejterojj and Tony Lund at the CULL press conference.
hole-in-the-wall- Loyalties run deep., Lefteroff's holding both positions of
Whatever.h~ happened at KBSU, it has treasurer and 'senator at .the same time.
been a hard affair. Many of the announcers Lefteroff had earlier resigned. his seat to
regard the situation as a management! become treasurer at Lund's appointment,
announcer conflict. but Lefteroff then decided to resume 'his
The troubles are said to have started senate seat since a legal quorum wa§ not
when Tom Irons; KBSU General Manager, present in the meeting at which he resigned:
conceived of a grander station. Or, the Serious attempts at feeallelections are
turmoil began, when Irons' fired Program not ,that traditional. Dr. Taylor, recollects
Director, Marla Leggett, on' June 30. This that the only serious attempt' in his 9 years
was the beginning, of "interference from at BSU, was to unseat Rob Perez in the fall
the ASBSU officials,"said Catherine Hart,ofl978.Students in that recall effort were
'former program director ofKBSU. againstPerez;s sU'pport of construction
,IronS, ASBSU Outstandlnj;l Student plans for the BSU Multipurpose Pavilion.
Leader of '80-81,had dreamed of the Will CULL be successful? Behind the
poSsibility ofKBSU joining> National graphics of posters,petitions, fact sheets;
Public Radio. To do this the station needed lUld press conferences, the movement of
to, meet a number' of requirements, CULL will be only as strong as the stamina
including raising its budget to a never '()fits proponents' and the weight of the
before reached level of $100,000. Also, charges against Lund and Lefteroff. .
Lund had 'suggested that', KBSU, become At IiCULL Press Conference on ~i:pt. 9,
moreindependeni from the ASBSU ,Lund .accused CULL Of running a "smear
because the students cQuld not afford such campaign" against him and said he 'has no
costs. Irons plannedtoprom.ote t~e,st~tion, doubt he will survive therecaU \\ttempt.
Squatter's Rights
On July 27, theAII;lffilli Association
moved frQm,its offices in the SUB to the
seventh floor of the Science Education,
Building: Prior to ,this ,move'; ,Freeburn
announced that office space was ,available
and askedfor.>requt:sts for the use of the
space. Freebumsaid that' before he, would
.decidewho would get the space, he wanted
to review all the requests and process the
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Welcotne'
Informed, angry, entertained, puzzled,
and pleased. If, ill the year ahead, the
University News' elicits but one of these
responses I'll be very satisfied.
Just a forewarning: I think we'll succeed.
BM
Prison Mail
"Writing gives me great enjoyment and
gives me a chance to help brighten
sorneoncs day, even though my days in here
arc gloomy." This is just one' of the
prisoners who has written the Prison Show
(KBSU 90.1 FM 10:00 P, - 2:00 AM Sunday
nights) asking to be put' on my
"writeca~prisoner" list. Would you like to
get to know someone like this? Writing a
prisoner at the Idaho State Correctional
Institute could .be a very rewarding
experience. You can write this prisoner or
others like him at: P.O. Box 14, Boise,
Idaho 83707.
Following is a list of prisoners who
would like to write to a young lady
(preferably) or any student: ' Derrell Nevil,
1116419;Larry A. Wright, 1117603;Robert
Stanford, 1116027;Joe Lacy, 1117103,Unit
7, B8 Max Sec.; Steve Graham, 1116786;
Edward A. Ashford, 1116244; David
Hutcherson, 1117270;Terry Reimer,
1115783; Mike Meagher, 1116933; Dave
Butler, 1115862;Jim Decking, 1116525;Curt
Withington, 1115870;Dave Gunder, 1116133;
Robert Johns, #17137; and Marty Harrell,
#17557.
Sincerely,
Debb i,e Brooks
Prison Show/KBSU
Proverbs
An old proverb states:
, One who gets hand caught in cookie jar
should not whine.
The members of C.U.L.L would do well
to remember or read that proverb. They
should stop, look and listen. That is to say
stop whining, look at themselves and listen
to the rest of the student body laugh at
them.
The outstanding performance of Presi-
dent Tony Lund and fantastic work of
Tracy Lefteroff deserve a vote of thanks
and not the sniveling and whining of
C.U.L.L. Signed"
Stilllaughing at C.U.L.L.
Eric Anderson
Hello ...
I am glad to see the student newspaper on
the stands again. I know there has been
some controversy in the past, but I am
pleased to see it resolved. I hope to see you
publishing all year.
Sincerely,
Tony Lund
My Regrets
I am writing to express my deep concern
over' the sequence of events that, has
transpired. in student government at Boise
State University since Tony Lund took
office this past spring. It was my belief
when I helped Tony write his letter to the
University News stating his goals for
ASBSU that he intended to work to bring
about positive changes. Today I strongly
regret loaning my idealism to him when I "
wrote "We can change the world, rearrange
the world,it's dying," quoting the
hopefullness of Crosby, Stills, 'Nash, and
Young. ,
I am amazed and saddened that the
opportunity to use the office of ASB
President as an, avenue of constructive
iniprovement has" instead; been Used
destrUctively. , . " . .
Over t~e next few weeks it is my hope
. " ..
" ;'..
re ' ','13ehe 1)1,1atlr
' .. "-'.:"
Do Not
Disturb
that the full story of this summer's wave of
destructive actions by the ASB President -
from the threatened elimination of the
University News to the unprecedented
miscarriages of due process attempted at
KBSU - will come fully to light and be fairly
adjudicated.
Until that time, I will work through the
established channels to bring just action
back to student government - and continue
to believe that positive change is possible
where the necessary goodwill to bring it
about exists. by Art HoppeCatherine Hart
Program Director, KBSU FM
Good morning, housewives 'and other shut-ins. It's time for another chapter of "The
Golden Years," the poignant story of a lovable old unemployed thespian and his efforts to
find meaningful pursuits with which to while away the hours during his retirement years.
As we join Ronnie today, he's just rolling oyer to yawn and stretch in the bedroom of his
rambling Western ranch house. That's his jovial chum and advisor, Ed Meese, poking his
head in the door.
...•.:
CULL
After watching the ASBSU President
and Treasurer repeatedly attack organiza-
tion after organization during the summer
with a complete disregard for due process, I
feel impelled to take a public stand.
The purpose of student government is 'to
move the ASBSU in positive directions and
to assist students in gaining experience and
enrichment during their student years. I
have seen nothing but negativism this
summer, and' have seen personal harrass-
ment of individuals, bypassing of university
procedures and boards, and a total lack of
regard for any other arm of student
government, including the office of vice
president. '
government, including the office of vice
president.
I am as are a growing number of BSU
students, incomplete support of the newly
formed student organization known as
CULL(Committee to Unseat Lund and
Lefteroff.)I feel very strongly that as a
•student leader, it is my responsibility to
bring to the light and to the attention of
students, the total misuse of power that is
happening again and again in the executive
branch of ASBSU. '
Things are beginning to move already.
Student Judiciary has already ruled that the
Broadcast board appointed by Mr. Lund is
invalid, and the senate. wiII be meeting to
decide other questions.
, If you have questions about any of the
above points, I would be most gllOto
discuss them with you. For further
information about CULL, call 344-904S"
Let's unite to move student government in
positive directions with positivepcopl~1
Helen B. Holt
ASl;JSU Senator
Vice-Chair Stud~t Senate
•••
Meese: I hope I didn't wake you, Mr. President.
Ronnie: Gosh, no, Ed. You know me, always up and raring to go at the crack of 10 a.m.
Anything new?
Meese: Yes, I'm happy to report that during the night "theNational Guard was able-to turn
back 503 human wave assaults on the ranch gates by geriatric protestors in wheelchairs who
were angered by your decision to eliminate Social Security. I hope you don't think I should
have awakened you?
Ronnie: Heck, no, Ed. As I said during the Libyan crisis, "If the good guys are winning,
why wake me up?" But when did I decide to eliminate Social Security? .
, M~ese: Last week. I would have informed you of your descision but you know how you
hate being bothered with petty details, especially during your' all-too-brief vacation.
Ronnie: Yes, how the time flies when you're on vacation. Just thillk, one more month and
I'll have to go back to the Eastern White House. But what about the economy'? Where did
the stock market open this morning?
Meese: I'm afraid it didn't. After it crashed through the psychological barrier of zero -
during the night, all the brokers who didn't leap out their windows are now selling apples for
$2.49 apiece. I would have aroused you, but as I said during the Korean missle crisis, there's
nothing you could do about it.
Ronnie: Golly, shouldn't I go on television and urge the nation to remain calm the way
presidents do in crises?' , '
Meese: Believe me, sir, there's no need to spoil your vacation. Besides, people would
probably think you were talking about -Georgia and the Carolinas, which surrendered
shortly after 3 a.m.
Ronnie: To the Russians?
Meese: No, to General Haig. He's hoping to reach Washington before you do .:
Ronnie: Well, he's welcome to it .. lt's still awfully humid there this time of year. As for
me, Lthink I'll take Nancy fora breakfast ride down the the glorious SUnrise Trail.
Meese:I'm afraid that's impossible, sir. The Sunrise Trail was blown up shortly after -
midnight. .'"
Ronnie: By General Haig?
Meese: No, by the Russians: Itwas during their pre-emptive first strike and •. ,
Ronnie: Darn it, Edl You let me sleep through World War III? How wiII that look in the
history books? What possible excuse do you have for that? . ,
Meese: We won.
Ronnie (rollinf{ over): Oh, Well, in that case ....
Meese' (admiringly· as Ronnie begins to snore' gently): When' it comes tokCcpingcaIm
in acrisis~ we at last have a,president whose aetio~s speak louder than his words.
(Copyright Chronicle Publishing Co. 1981)
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"WhenlwenttoAT&r~
I tookAnnyROIC~ithme:~
lIy the time Gerald Lucus J{ol
his colleJ{e degree. he had two J{ood
johs waiting for him, A joh at AT&T.
And,since he was J{raduatinJ{ with a
commission through Army nOTe, a joh
as an Army officer.
He took them both. One at a
time, of course ..First he took his tour
in the Army, then he took the skills he
acquired there to AT&T.
Because, through Army nOTe.
Jerry got some verypracti<'alcxperience
in leading people and mannging
. enterprises which he might not have
gotten oth.'rwise.
Of course, AT&T had to wait
a bit to J{et Jerry. Hut what they J{ot
lor the waitwas a scasonc(j"mana~er.
who is now a SupervisinJ{ Engineer
with his eye on the next step up.
Was the wait worth it to
Jerry? '.'Well. to be honest," he says,
"it had its pluses and minuses. Hut
the pluses won. And if I had itto do
over aguin, I'd do it the same way."
Th.eAssociated Students
01 Boise State are looking for responsible full time
students to apply for Director. Chair. and Staff
pOSitiOns in the Student Programs Board
Applicants should be prepared to fill I L month .
.positions responsIble for designing and presenting
entertaining and educational programs that will
fulfill the versitile needs of full-time BSU Students.
Interested persons should apply today
at the ASBSU Personn e 1&. Selection Committee
2nd floor SUB
CALL385~1464
BACK TD SCHOOL
SALE
on all 1Q speeds in stock
.~ .'611011
.~ Sportster NOW $145
lj;:
[iI ~_ITBII.
"'f~O ¥ 310 Model NOW $230
One day repair service
available on most types of bicycles.
5 MILE
PlAZA
Army ROTC. Learn what it
takes-to lead. .
l'
N
I
For all your biking needs
.at 5 Mile Plaza
10400 Overland Road
376.9240
=
HELPWANTED
IT'S ABOUT TIME
,
TO ADVERTISE WITH THE
UNIVERSITY NEWS
:;
,Need some extra money for college? You can earn up to $6,000 while
you're in school, serving part-time with the Army Reserve. Unlike many
pmHime jobs, ours fits into your schedule. All it takes is a weekend a month
during the school year, the rest of your training is in the summer-seven
weeks one summer, at least eight weeks the next, plus two weeks annual
training. Irttere~ted? Stop by today.· . . . .
··RESERVE.MEETTODArS
334..1710
~., ....
r·
'. ):
iic
• "f;
--:'-
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COMMITTEE TO
UNSEAT LUND
AND LEFfEROFF
WHY?
II
APPOINTMENTS
OF
PERSONALLY
SELECTED
STUDENTS TO
BOARDS AND
POSITIONS
WITHOUT
REGARD FOR
ESTABLISHED
PROCEDURES
FOR MORE
INFORMATION:
CALL: 344-9045
OR SEE YOUR
LOCAL PETITION
PASSER
WATCH FOR
FURTHER
INFORMATION
IN THE LOCAL
BROADCAST
AND PRINT
MEDIA.
25¢ Drafts from opening till closing
QThiS Sunday and every Sunday' WR'ITE
~T 4Il!lIllII ..... ~~ __ ;;;;;;;;;;;; r~ US
• The University
News
.
"POSITION ANNOUNCEME.NT"
_General Manager , KBSUFMpostlon available Immediately.
DUTIES: (1 )be responsible for the daily operationof-the radiostation:
(2)function as personnel manager of radio station staff; ,..
(3)approve budget expenditures with approval of the Student Senate;
(4)submit monthly annual budget. .
(5) The Station Manager is held legally responsible with the license, Boise State
L1niversity, by the FCCfor any violations of FCCrules and regulations: consequently the
general manager is; . .
(6)responsible for developing, implementing. and administering FCCrules and
regulations as they apply to, KBSU.
Q.UAUtiCATlONS:Radio experience. ability to organize a staff and execute above
duties. .
Service award(stipend) avialable for BSUstudents; amount negotiable:
APPUCATlONDEADUNE:Applications must be received by 5 p.m .. Sept. 18. 1981.
Transmit letter <:>fapplication and resume to:
Dr. Harvey Pitman. Chairman
Broadcast Board
c/o Dept. of Communications; BSU
Boise. Idaho 83725
'* LIFETIME TIRE SEALANT
NO MORE FLATS
, $12.00 value
$7.95 installed
Guaranteed For Thorn Puncture
Same Day Service----------------------------________~ ~-- - ---~mmE.........~
A
ii f'''ef'Ot BOB S BICYCLE. SHOPS
~J-f'l/ "SUMMER CLEARANCE SALE"
Lights $15.00 value
NOW $9.95-
. Locks & Cables '
Reg. $7.95
NOW $5.00- * DON'T MISS THIS ONELay-,,\-Ways Accepted
~ Financing IlIl'MIIliI'III
IIlbll!SIII Available ~
620 Vista
342-3881
3707 Overland
345-1482
..
QUARTERS AND QUA.RTERBACKS..
.' ....
IASK TO SEETHE REPLAy'OF rifE DSU- E. KENTUCKY GAMEOHOUR HEW DIG S'CREEHI
. ',,57~Yi~tQAve. in the Victc)tio P;~ZQ Boise,
.,~).;:.~y,:: ";".'";-;>f~;:"r,'~;::'-,\..';.,~.,.~.~~!!ft"~!1!,~.~,....,,.,,~....,II.!I~..,..~,~.. ~~ •. d,'
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1910 University Drive
Boise Idaho 83725
Frame Shop, 10440 Fairview
Ave., 376-4981. Hours Mon and
Fri IOam-8pm, Tucs~Thur
lOam-6pm, Sat IOam-5pm.
Featuring limited edition prints
and original graphics by Idaho
artist Nancy Stonington and
wildlife artists Mainard Reese and
Robert Bateman, among others.
No original works.
The following categorical
listings of most of Boise's bars
can guide you from a '
foot-stompin', partner swinging
western bar in Garden City, to a
disco-dancing downtown bar, or
to a new wave rock 'n roll bar
where you can join those in the
landofthe midnight wrap-around
sunglasses. On the quieter side
Boise offers casual places for
chatting or reviving the spirits
, after a long day's grind. In brief,
Boise has l!.bar for practically
every bar-goer.
.Casual
Beasly's Shoebox, 208 N. 8th.,
342-9501. Hours: Mon-Fri
lOam-II prn, Sat IOam-7pm.Well
drinks $1.25, call drinks 1
$1.50-$1.75, beer on draft 70
cents, wine $1. Backgammon.
Casual atmosphere.
The Crescent Bar and Lounge,
413 N. Orchard, 375-9910. Open
seven days a week, 10 am-lam.
Serves becrfor 60 cents a glass;
and wine for $1.25 a glass. Full
bar, pool tables and. darts.
Pengilly's 12 Floor Gin Mill,
802 Bannock in the Hoff Bldg.,
336-0382. Live music, dancing.
Beer on tap for $1 a glass. View of.
the city at night. Full bar service.
Pengilly's Saloon, 513 Main,
345-6344. Draft beer 75 cents a
glass. Hors d'oeuvres on Tues,
live music all the time of all
types--mostly guitar, casual. No
cover charge. Liquor.
Interlude Bar, 21~ N. 8th St.,
342-9593. Hours: Mon-Fri
lOam-lam, Sat lOam-7pm. Well
drinks $1, call drinks $1.25. Bud
on draft, 75 cents; Wine 75 cents a
glass. Casual atmosphere.
The Irongate Lounge, at the
Ramada Inn, 2360 University Dr.,
345-7170. Hours:Mon-Fri
lIam-lam, Sat 12noon-lam. 1
1(2 oz. shots in all drinks. Draft
beer for 75 cents, wine $1.50.
Special gin drinks $1.
Entertainment Wed:Sat
9pm-lam.
Country Western
,The Flying Saddle, 3301-
Collister; 342-9739. Open 7 days a
week,llam-lam. Happy hour
5-6:30pm Mon-Fri. Draf,t beer for
60 cents a glass, wine 75 cents a
glass. No liquor; Entertainment
Fri-Sun consisting of live country
bands, bluegrass and western.
Gentle Ben's, 3620 Chinden
Blvd., 343-2326. Hours: Mon-Sun
5pm.lam. Well drinks $1.50, call-
drinks $1:75, draft b~r $1.
Wednesday talent night; $50 first
prize. Gentle Ben house band
plays 9pm till closing. Country
and Western.
Disco
Grove Street Dancln', 1050
Front, 344-9092. Open Thurs-Sat.
Ladies' admission free on
Thursday, open 9pm-lam; guys
pay $1. Teen night every Friday
from 9am-lam for persons 14
years and older. Admission is $3
per person, $5 per couple. After
lam until4amon Fridays, -
persons 18years and older can
pick up where the 'teens' left off.
.Saturday nights feature beer and
wine, $1 a glass from 9pm-lam.
Also on Saturdays, BSU students
admitted for $1 off admission and
50 cents of beer and wine. Open
sundays. from 9pm-lam. Worth
'$300,000, the disco's sound
system may be the only one of its
kind in the U.S., next to the
Studio 54, of course.
Misty's, 11th and Chinden at
'the Red Lion Inn. Open
l1am-lam. Draft beer for $1.25 a
glass during the day, $1.75 at
night. Wineis $1.15 a glass
daytime, $2 nights. A disco bar,
complete with light floors and
flashing strobe lights.
Shuckey's, 233 S. 10th,
342-9558. Open ~pm-lam,
Tues-Fri, Sat-Sun 7pm-lam. Beer
on tap for 80 cents a gla5s. Wine
$1.05 a glass. Disco and new wave
music for dancing.
The Bouquet, 1010 Main,
344-950 I.Open 11:30am-1 am
_M-Sat; sometimes open on Sun.
Draft beer for 75 cents, well
drinks start at $1.25. Happy hour
from 5pm-6pm. The Bouquet
books rock and roll bands ana
charges $1 cover charge Fri and
Sat nights.
Bronco Stables, 1607 Federal
WaY,'342-9094. Open 3pm-lam,
six days a week. Special pitcher of
beerfor $1, 3pm-6pm; Mon-Fri.
,Winefor $1.25 a glass. Rock 'n
roll bands. Thurs-Sat, featuring
Boise's new wavers. Spontaneous
dance contests with free pitchers
to first place winners.
The Crazy Horse,1619 Main
343-685 I.Open 4pm-lam, M-Sat.
Beer on tap for 75 cents, wine for
$1 a glass. Featuring live bands
playing variety of rock and roll,
and jazz. Entertainment such as
comedians will be featured in the
future. Dancing (or rather,
pogo-ing).
The Fireside Inn, 1610 N. 31st St.,
342-9075. Open seven days a
week, 1lam-1:30am, Mon-Sat,
6pm-l:30am Sundays. Draft beers
for 50 cents, pitchers $2.75.
There's wine, too. Rock 'n roll
bands playing Thurs-Sat; cover
charge varies depending on the
.band.
'-~
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Dan Looney Studio, 306 Warm
Springs Ave.,343-8484. By
appointment only. Original
watercolors, acrylics and collages
by Dan Looney.
9th Street Gallery, 218 N. 9th sr.,
342-4349 or 345-0510. Hours
Mon-Fri 10am-5:30 pm, Sat
,lOam-3pm. Now featured: large
ceramic scuplture by Michael Ray
Thornton, Fiber Arts by Pam
Demo-Rybus, 'and pen and ink by
Pat Axtell. Emphasis on original
works
Fubar, 1413W. Idaho,
342-9989. Open seven days a
week, 2pm-l :30am. Draft beer 60
cents a glass, $2.75 a pitcher.
Wine is 75 cents a glass. Happy,
hour 5-6pm. Rock 'n roll, country
western, bluegrass music. Games,
too.
Hannah's, 621 Main, 345-7557.
Draft beer, wine and liquor.
Thursday night is liquidation
night: 50 cent beer, wine and rail
shots, 50 cents. Two for ones.
Wed-Fri from 5-6 pm.-
The first 70 people who come in
after 3pm on game days win a ride
on the tour train to BSU for home
games. Popular music (taped),
dance floor. .,
Jones, Johnson, Macey and
McElhinney [The Uub}, 100 S.
'336-1670. Open 5pm-lam
Mon-Sat. COcktails, bottled beer
and wine. Free snacks 5-7pm
Mon-Fri. Nightclub live
entertainment. Membership
waives cover charge;
non-members pay at the door.
Entertainme~t 8pm-lam,
Mon-Sat. Music format of current
pop, Top 40 hits. DanCing.
Frasers Gallery, 1302 Eastman,
343.1302. Hours Tues-Sat
. 10am-5pm. Continuous exhibit of
American and International
artists specializing in original
graphics. Featured are stone
lithographs by Salvador Daliand
Guilliame Azoulay, among·others.
Original works by John Manfield.
Fritchman Ganery ,802 W.
Bannock, 342-7201. Hours
Mon-Fri lOam-5:30pm, Sat'
lOam-5pm. Featuring cerainic
exhibits by local artists, original
prints and exhibition posters.
.at Galleries
The eclecticism of Boise art
galleries. A gallery for every taste,
mood or expression. Quaint little
craft houses to sophisticated
salons. A chosen gallery becomes
intimately familiar .... sweep along
with its transitions. Enjoy the
current displays while awaiting
the next. Place our selection of
Boise art galleries in your
collection. Then, explore .
The Art Attack, 409 S. 8th St.,
344-6422. Hours: Mon-Sat
lOam to 6pm, August 22 to
September 30,1981: Christine
Raymond. Works on paper and
canvas, mixed media. Limited
edition lithographs available,
emphasis on contemporary art all
medias.
Jan's Custom Framing, 3612
Overland Rd., 342-6492. Hours
Mort-Sat lOam-6pm: August 15 to
October4,1981: Virginia Benson
Brown, oils and geometries.
Continuous exhibit of original
works, limited edition prints,
including signed and numbered
works, charcoals, sculpture and
pen and ink.Bagley and Hotchkiss, 601 Main
St., 336-5899. Hours: Men-Sat
lOam-5:30pm. Continous
showing of original graphics by
Picasso, Miro and Leroy Nemon.
Limited edition Western and
wildlife prints by Bateman; Barna,
McCarthy, among others. Large
selection of poster art.
L & L Furniture -Interiors, 2310
Fairview Ave., 344-858fi. Hours
Mon-Fri 9am-5:30 pm, Sat -
lOam-5pm. Featuring a
continuous showing of original
watercolors by local artists.
Emphasis on limited edition prints
and poster art.
Boise Gallery of Art, 670 S. Julia
Davis Dr., 345-8330. Hours:
Tues-Fri lOam-5pm, Sat and Sun
12noon-5pm. August 1 to
September 16, 1981: Feathers,
Beads, Quills and Buckskin.
Handwork and artifacts of the
Native American Plains Indians.
Ochi Art Gallery, 459 Main St.,
342-1314. Hours Mon-Fri
Ipm-5pm. Fine art.
Tuesday's Child Art Gidlery, 7121
Overland Rd., 375-4660. Hours
Mon, Wed, Thurs, and Sat
lOam-6pm, Tues and Fri
lOam-9pm. Gouache works by
Dustin Lyon. Limited edition
graphics, watercolors, sculpture,
jewelry and functional pottery.Boise State University Gallery,Open 9am-5pm Mon-Fri, Sat
10am-3pm. Now on exhibit
"Form and Functions", Part I:
Cars and Bikes. Next month,
"Hartdmade Harmony" . Coming
exhibits: Oriental fabrics and
objects, advertising and design,
and antique quilts. Faculty exhibit
Nov 6-24, Student exhibit April
.5-May7.
Visual Expression, 1517 N. 13th,
342-8113. HoUrs Mon-Fri
9am-5:30 pm, Sat 10am-3pm.
August 17 to September 15, 1981:
Bruce Magnuson and Dirk
Anderson, metal sculpture.
.Susan Wilhelm, oil paintings.
Emphasis qn original works by
Idaho artiSts. .
Pubs
Hyde Park Pub, 1501 N. 13th
St., 336-1501. Hours: Mon-Fri
llam-lam, Sat 3pm-l11m, Sun
2pm-l0pm. Beer and wine only.
Draft beer 60 cents a glass, $2.75 a
pitcher. Wine $1 a glass. Happy
hour 5-6pm Mon-Fri, 30 cents
glass, $LSO pitcher. '
Neighborhood Pub.
Sportspage Pub, 7475 Franklin
Rd., 375-9617. Hours: Mon-Fri
12noon-larn. Open on Sat with
the first sporting event on TV
:untillam. Serving beer (60 cents a
glass) and wine (90 cents a glass).
Happy hour 5-6pm.Mon-Fri., 30
cent 4raft, $UO pitcher. Sporting
events televised. Sock hops every
month; ~eebop to the jukebox ,
.full of'SOs-60s hits.
Brown's Ganery, 711 S. Latah,
342-6661. Hours: Mon-Sat 10:30
am-5:30pm. Featuring a large
selection of original art works by
Idaho and national artists
including oils, acrylics,·,
watercolors, drawings and
sculpture. Limited edition prints
4vailable. .
The Horseshoe, 5320 Fairview
Rosemary Baker Gallery, 1002N. ' 375-9930. Open llam-11pm. Beer
13th, 344-7884. Hours Mon-Fri - on tap for 50 cents a glass, $2.50 a
lOam-5:30pm, Sat lOam-4pm. pitcher. Wine, $1 aglass.·Happy
Limited edition prints and .hour 5:30pm-6:30pm.
orif,inal graphics by Eyvind Earl,
. Guilliame Azoulay, arid Robert
Bateman among others. Hand
blown glass by J{imNewcomb.
Bronze sculpture by Thomas
HoUand.Cathie's FnUneGaraae, 4824
Fairview Ave., 371-4214.Hours
Mon-Fri 10am-5pm, Sat
10am-4pm. Now featuring Gary
Jenkins noral and landscape oils,
Rosemary's GaOery opening
Ntlv I inAlbertson Center, will
feature poster art.
The~ey Iliver 8"000,415
S.9th, 336-3120. Open 4:30
pm-1:30am. Draft.beer.The
happy hour from4:3O-7pm
. featureS.two for ones for all
drinks.J,.adies' night ev«y.
Wcdn~y from 5pm-9pm.
CountrY bands, dance 09<>r.
Rock& Roll
The Bar, 1010 Broadway,
342-097hOpen seven days Ii
weekl1am-2am, Mon~Sat,and·
.The Rusty Harpoon, at the
Holidaylmi on Vista, 344-8365.
Open 3pm-lam week days, and
7pm-lam Sat. Closed on Sun.
Specials include "Wilted
Wednesday" when drinks go for
25 cents. Beer, wine, ane! live Top
40 rock and roll bands.
The Tub Pub,1516 Grove
344-3792. Open4pm-l:30 am,
M-Sun. Home of the much .
talked-about hot tubs, Soon to be
completed and frred up. Happy
hour4pm"7pm, M·F, 25 cents
draft beer, $J.SO a pitcher. Wine
for 75 cents a glass. Import beers
- , Continued topagelO·
Boise offers three types of day Children Uplimited Inc., #1
care for children: Day Care
Home, which provides for less ~9~ Hill ~o:g 343-3~0. Open, Jan's Playland, 10120 Bigwood
then six children in a private
h
: 'Ida.m·-f·:· p.m·th· cCfeP.tl~ 362-0005, Open 6:30 a.m.-6 p.m.,
T
.n'an.gle K Tavern, 802 home', Gr'oup Day Care, also in a c I ren 0 .any age IS aCllty J' I' db' ,., harges $qO permonth.'· an IS Icense. y the state for care
BroadwayAve;, 345-7233. Hours: private home for ten children to, 0 . . of infants to age 10 at $.5 per.day ... dOC rop-m'saccel'ted at$1.50 per
Mon~Sun lOam~lam. Beer and ellch care giver; an ay are hour. State licensed. #25417 Drop-in's accepted at $1 per hour. ' Pyramid Preschool, 917 N.
wine only. Draft beer 50 cents, . Centers (preschool, riursery Grover, phone numbedn process 30th, 343-5655;Vegetarian day
pitchers $2.75, wine $1. school, kindergaIt~n) tbat provide of change. #31755 Federal Way, Kiddie KoUege, 5017 Morris care center.' Practice yoga,
" care in a building (usually not a " ' .' Hill 375~3372. Acceptsdro~in's' meditationilnvolvedWith
Vista Bill', 813 Vista Ave., p~vate home) for13ormore , .' at $1.25 per hourfromages 2-6 gardening, crafts, holistic living.
342-9911. Open 7 days ~ week, children..... .' The Chll~ren.'s House,,1218 'years. The monthly rateis$195;' .... • .'
10 lIIII..lalll.Draf~b,e~r IS50 cents . The Par~nt ~hoUldbe aware ... ' I:Illrtman3?6-4612.0penfrom '" . open from 6:30 a.m.-6p.m..., .pont!mied to.pageJ 1-.~
. . ' . .' . .. .. . " .... .....'..,.,
»Continued from page9
wines. Live music Wed-Sun,
9pm-lam, featuring rock and roll
bands. Cover charge varies with
the band.
Taverns
Andy's Bar,604 N Orchard,
342-9075. OpenBpm-l am, seven
days a week. Beer on tap for 60
cents, wine for $1 aglass, Pool,
shuffle-board, and pinball games
provide entertainment.
. ,-;e~'s Beer Depot, 6Hi Vista
, ':>91Yi4. Open I 1:30am-lam, 7
",.'s;, week. Lunch is-served
'30,101-2pm,"General
;j,'spital" featured, Draft beers
s. 50 cents a glass, and wine for
..;cents a glass ($1 for a tall
u.ass). Jukebox music, games.
:~appy hour every day; pitchers
or $2.25. Football on game days,
•»tchcrs are $2.00 and glasses of
-eer for 25 cents.
....
The Cub Tavern, 202 S. Capital
Blvd, 342-9965. Open seven days
a week, from lO'am-Iam. Draft
beer is served for 50 cents a glass
wine for 75 cents a glass. Beer and
\ wine only. '
,
\
. Casey's Beer Depot, 610 Vista
I Federal Way, 342-9037. Open ,
\
Mon-Thurs,ll am-II pm, and
Fri-Sun from II am-12midnight. -
Their happy hour, from
Ipm-6pm, Sat-Wed, features 40
cent beers and $2 pitchers. For
lunch, served between
12noon-2pm, there's soup and
chili, all you can cat for $1, or a
,sandwich plus as,much soup as
you want for $2. The tavern serves
beer only.
Emerald Club, 22i S. 10th St.,
342-9953. Hours: Mon-Sat.
9am-Iam, Sunday 9am-7pm.
, Well drinks $1.10, call drinks
:; .25. Dratt beer 60 cents, wine
,i.50, Casual atmosphere.
Little Dutch Garden, 1910
Owyhee, 342-9034. Hours:
Mon-Sun 7pm-1am. Canned beer
only, $LPool tables, horseshoe
pits.
Wally's Little Brown Jug, 1722
Fairview, 342-2820. Open
lOam-lam Mon-Sat. Beer on tap
for 90 cents a glass, wine $1.
Stereo music.
Boise Urban Stages
Mass transit is the mode of
travel within all bustling
metropolis' and Boise's Bus
system, is no exception.
Here's a run-down of the transit
schedules and other useful
information.
Bus Operating Hoursr
Boise Urban Stages provides
regular service Monday through
Friday, between 6:00 a.m, and
6:45 p.m., and on Saturday,
between 8:00 a.rn. and 5:45 p.m.
A Sunday Loop bus operates
from 10:00 a.m. until 3:00 p.rn.
, on a one hour route that circles
the city.
Boise Urban Stages docs not
operate on the following days:
New Year's Day, Memorial Day,
Independence Day, Labor Day,
Veteran's Day; Thanksgiving Day
and Christmas Day.
Bus Fare Breakdown (not a
Merle Haggard hit single):
Regular fare: 45 cents.
Elderly and Handicapped Fare:
20 cents, between 9:'15 a.m. and
3: IS p.m. for riders over 60, and
for-the handicapped. Youth Fare:
20<:ents, same hours as abo,xe,
for students &.14years old. i"
Weekend Spare Fare: 20 cents all
day Sat.-Sun. Children's Fare: .
Free to children under 6 when
accompanied by an adult.
Monthly Pass: $15 gives you
unlimited rides for the calendar
month. Tokens: $4 for package
of ten. Each token good for one
fare.
Bus Information:
If you have any questions, call
336-1010. Monday through
Saturday from 5:00 a.m. to 7:00'
p.m.
Daycare. Centers
All God's Children Inc., 11471
W. Amity 362-1171. This center
accepts drop-in's at $6 per day
from 9:00 a.m.vl l :30 p.rn.
Regular rates arc $30 per week .
State licensed.
Boise Christian School, 219 N.
Roosevelt 342-4529. Open from
7:00 a.m.-6:oo p.rn., $122 per
month for children aged 2Vz and
up. Drop-in's arc accepted at $1
per hour.
Boise Preschool, 1819N. 18th
343-3356. Charging $135 per
month, this facility is open from
7:00 a.m.-6:oo p.rn. Boise
Preschool accepts drop-in's aged
2Vz-6 years for $1.25 per hour.
Boothe Memorial Day Care
Center, 1017 N. 24th 343-3571.
Open from 7:00 a.m.-6:00P.m.,
this center accepts kids 18
months-6 years at the rate of $6.50
per day, Drop-in's accepted.
Branson, Lillian, 1317N. 10th
342-2444. Accepting children of
any age from 7:00 a.m,.-6:00 p.rn.,
the rate at this' facility is $5 per
day. State licensed, drop-in's OK;
BSU Child Care Center, 2256
Oniversity Drive 385-3979.
Full.day rates arc from $5-$7
depending on parents income. "
This state licensed Center accepts
children from 2'/z-5 years from 7
a.m.-5 p.m.
Campus Child Care, 2001
University Drive 342-8249.
Drop-in's accepted here at $1 per
hour, with the regular rate being
$6 per day. Kids 2'/z-lst grade
accepted from 7:30 a.m.-5:30
p.m,
,Carol Price Nursery School,
592 N. 5 Mile Road 376-2890.
Open Man, Wed, and Fri from
9:30 a.m.-II :30p.m. Accepts
'childreh from 2Vz-8 years at $30
per month.
Cloverdale Church of God
Preschool, 3755 S. Cloverdale
Road 362-1702. This state
licensed center will accept kids
2Vz-8 years at$5.75·per.day from
7 a.m.-6 p.rn.
Cole Cottage, 2410 N. Cole
Road 377-2254. Montl'tly rate is
$125 per month from 7:30 '
a.m.-5:30 p.m. Licensed by the
state.
Cottage East, 2626 Gekeler
345-0073. Accepts ages 2 Vz-5
years at $125 per month. Open
7:30 a.m.-5:45 p.m, State
licensed.
The Crawl Space, 1214N. Cole
Road 375-1589. Drop-in's
accepted at $7 per day; regular
rates arc $6 per day. State
licensed, open 7 a.m.-5:45 p.m.
Creative Children's Center, 419
S. Orchard 344-8221; Open 6:30
a.m.-6 p.rn. This facility accepts
infants-B years at $6.30 per day.
Drop-in's accepted at $1.25 per
hour.
Country Club Academy, 3838
S. Cole Road 362~1407.
Accepting infants-IO years.
Prices vary.
Donna's D;Iy Care Center, 5904
Overland 375-2202. Accepts
children from age 2Vz and up.
Monthly rates vary. Drop-in's arc
accepted at $1.25 per hour, '
between 6 a.m.-6 p.rn. State
, licensed.
Emerald Isle, 4321 Emerald
343-3811. State licensed and open
from 6:30 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
Drop-in's OK.
Gingerbread House, 3714 Nez
Perce 343-9783. Open from 6:45
a.m.-6 p.m., accepting children
from 3-6 years and drop-in's at
$1.25 p~r hour. Monthly rates arc
$120. This center is state licensed.
Grandma Gabica's,2107 N.
15th 344-1863. Licensed by the
state; Grandma is open from 6
a.m.-7 p.m. Accepts children
aged 2Vz-9 years at $6 per day.
The Happy House, 1211 E.
Washington 344-4465. State
licensed. This center accepts
children from 18months-5 years.
Open from 7:30a.m.-5:30 p.m.,
the rates arc $6 per day.
Drop-in'sOK.
Hendrickson's Child Care
Center. 530 Highland 342-6136.
Open from 8 a.m.-5 p.m., this
facility accepts ages 2'/z and up at
$5 per day. State licensed.
Learning Tree School and
Daycare, 2901 Lancastar
342-7821. Acceptss-B year olds
frorn? a.m.-6 p.m. Drop-in's $10
per day of $140 per month. State
licensed.
Little People's Paradise, 2999
Moore 343-1481. Monthly: $130
or $7 per day for drop-ins. Open
from 7 a.m.~6 p.m. for kids 18
months-7years. State licensed.
Love and Care, 10421 Lancelot
375-4544. For children of any
age, this state licensed facility
charges $7 per day for infants
under the 'age of 2\12, and $6 per
day thereafter. Open 1a.rn-f '
p.m.
Love and Learn Child Care,
2211 N. 26th 336-8866. Open 6:30
a.m.-6:30p.m. (Sat. included).
'This center will also accept kids
on Fri. and Sat. nights by
appointment. Charging $130 per
month, Love and Learn will.
accept ages 18months-B years.
State licensed.
Maraiitha Preschool, 12000
Fairview 376-7490. Licensed by
the state, and charging $32.50 per
week, this facility accepts'2Vz-5
year aids from 7 a.m.-6 p.rn,
Minshall's Wonderland, 7509
Camas 376-3961. Taking infants
through 1st grade at $120 per
month, open from 6:30 a.m.-6
p.m, Drop-in's accepted at $1 per
'hO\JI.
Mountain View Child Care and
Preschool, 3214 Acre Ln ..
376-7846. Open from 7 a.m.-6:30 '
p.m. for 2-8 year olds, this center
has no monthly rate, charging $1
per hour. (drop-in's included).
State licensed.
Norma's Cope Land, 7788
Cross Fox Road 362-4330. Any
age child is accepted here from 6
a.m.-6:30 p.m. $5 per day or $1 .
per hour for drop-in's.. State
licensed. "
OJ'McDonald's, 5890 Gary
Lane 344-0144. Charging $120
per month or $7 per day for
drop-in's, this state licensed
facility accepts 19 months-8 years
from 6:30 a.m.-6:30 p.rn. '
. Overland Day Care Ccntet, '
6011 Kirkwood 375-4140. Open
5:45 a.m.-6 p.m., this center will
watch children under ten years
old.
Pickering's Nursery School.
7104 Brookover 375-0971. Ages
2Vzand up accepted here. Open
from 7:30 a.m.~6 p.m., this
facility charges $5 per day or $1
per hOlli for drop-in's. State
licensed.
-A Place in My Heart, 1216 N.
14th 343-2451. State licensed.
Open 7:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m., this
-center accepts children 18
months-8 years at $35per week.
Playschool ChiidFacility, 2910
Apple 342~5775. Charging $121
per month, this center takes ages
infant to 8 years from 6:30 a.m.-6
p.m. Drop-in's accepted at $6.50
per day;
soiaU Wonder Day Care
Center, 1420Eo Hayes 344-1879.
Open from 7 a.m.-6 p.m., this
state licensed center charges $110
per month. Available for children
ages 2-9, SmaUWonder win
accept drop-in's by appointment
at $1 per hour.
Snoopy's, 1621Helen
344-6440. Accepting kids aged
2-9 years, from 7 a.m.-6 p.m.,
Snoopy's is a state licensed facility
charging $130 per month.
Drop-in's OK by appointment for
$6.50 per day.· ..'
So. Boise Nursery, 80S
Richmond 342-839S. Open from
7 a.m.-6 p.m. and accepting 2Vz-8
year olds, S6 per day; rates for
drop-in's vary. State licensed.
Stone's Montessori Prescbool,
#14707 Camas 336-1200, 2Vz
yrs.-3rd grade; #27670 Northview
37S-12OO,2Vz-6years. Open 7:30
a.m.-S:30 p.m. and licensed by
the state, this preschool charges
S17S per month.
Teresa's Day Care, 3123
Treasure Drive 343·9740. Kids
2Vzyears and up are welcome here
from 7 a.m.-8 p.m., with the
monthly rates being $130. State
licensed.
. YMCALatcbKey,#161SN.
9th 336-8812. #2 10th &State
344-SS01. #36500 Overland
37S-7347. Catering to 1st-6th
graders only, this state licensed
organization· charges $20 per
. week. Open 2-6 p.m.
EmergencyServices
All emergency services such as
police, fire, and ambulance can be
reached by dialing 911. The
number is only for immediate care
and is not to be used for routine
calls and questions. 911 may be
dialed at public pay phones for
free. .
We thought that having a list of
Boise's ice cream parlors might
come in handy ... although it might
prove destructive to your diet;
!'A moment on the lips ... "
Baskln-Robblns 31 Flavors Ice
O'eam, four locations: 1079
'Broadway Ave., 342-3227. Hours:
Mon. thruSun. 10a.m. to 11
p.m. 7172 Fairview Ave.,
377~1131:S. S Mile and overland.
Rd., 376-3163. 233 N. Orchard,
377-0081. Hours: Sun. thru Thur.
tiam to lOpm. Bulk and cone
ice cream sold. Special flavor for
s..."Ptember is DOuble Chocolate
Crunch. Other favorites include
, pralines and Cream, Golden
Delicious Apple Sherbet and
Jamocha Almond Fudge.
Delsa's Ice Cream Parlor, 7923
Ustick Rd., 375-349S. Hours:
Mon. thru Thur. 10 a.m. to 11
p.m., Fri. and Sat. 12noon to 12
midnight. Sun. 12noon to 11
p.m, Ice cream cone prices: 1
scoop-48 cents, 2 scoops-90 cents,
3scoops-S1.ZS. Favorite flavoris
Mint Chocolate Chip ..
Ice Cream Palace, 7850
Fairview Ave., 376-7S31. Hours:
Mon. thru 'Ihur. 9:15 a.m. to 10
p.m., Fri. and Sat. 9:15 a.m, to 12
midnight, Sun. 12noon to 11
p.m. Ice cream cone prices: 1
scoop-SO cents, 2 scoops-St. 3
scoops-Sl.50. Favorite flavors
include Butter Pecan and
Peppermint.
Ice Cream Works, 1104Main
si., 344-4141. Hours: Mon. thru
Thur. 11 a.m, to lOp.m., Fri. and
Sat. 11a.m, to 1 a.m., Sun. 1
p.m. to 9 p.m, Ice cream cone
prices: 1 scoop-70cents, 2
scoops-S1.21, 3scoops-$1.SS.
Many unusual flavors including
Oreo Crumble and Kahlua
Coffee.
libranes of Boise
The following list of libraries
are open to the public and may
come in handy to you staunch
researchers out there. However,
as one woman we talked to put it,
don't just go tromping througb
like a "herd of elephants, '.'
especially in the corporation
libraries. In those libraries where
loans are not made to the public,
don't despair: photocopiers are
available in anticipation to your
needS. And now, after a bit of
moralizing, here are the libraries·
in Boise: .
Boise pubnc library 715
CapuoIBlvd.38~6.New
hours starting Sept. 14. These will
be Tues-Thurs from 10a.m.-9
p.m., and Fri from 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Sat and Sun 1-5p.m. Closed
Monday.
Hewlett-Packard Library,
Building 3-5 Upper Main Plant,
376-6000 ext. 2911. Loans to
employees only; part of the
interlibrary loan system.
'Idabo Law Library, 4S1 W.
State Supreme_Court Bldg.
334-3316. Open Moti-ThUrs 9
a.m.-l0 p.m., Fri 9 a.m.-6 p.m.,
Sat 9 a.m.-S p.m, Closed Sun.
Does not loan to individuals, but
is part of the interlibrary loan
system.
Idabo State library, 32SW.
State. 334-21SO. Loans only, to
state employees and is part of
interlibrary loan system. Open 8
a.m ..-5p.m. Mon-Fri.
Idabo State Geueologlcal
library, 325 W State. 334-2305.
Open Mon-Fri 8 a.m.-S p.m, Does
not loan.
Idabo State Historical librarY,
32SW. State. 334-230S. Open
Mon-Fri 8 a.m.-S p.m. Does not
loan.
Morrison Knudsei1 Library,
One MK Plaza. 386-5747. No
interlibrary loans here, lending
only to Mk employees. Each
division has its own library. Open
Mon-Fri 8 a.m.-S p.m.
VeierllD's Admlnlstratlon
Hospital, Medical Center Sth and
Fort. 336-5100. Largest mediCal
library in Boise. Large selection of
tapes. Operi 8a.m.-4:30 p.m.,
Mon-Fri.
Boise State University library ,
38S-1204; Open M-Thurs 7:30
a.m.-ll p.m. Fri 7:30-S p.m., Sat
9am-Spm, and Sun·lpm to
9 p.m. Loans toBSU students and
the public.
Performing Arts~~, theatre
1have this friend; he was, at
one time, long ago, an actor in
New York. He asserts that there is
no "real" theatre in the entire
country. So, what of it? Here's a
list of Boise's theatre groups ... the
. 'human element' of the real
drama is portrayed right here in
local efforts to put on a play.
The Boise Theater Co-The
Boise Theater COmpany's dinner
theater production of Neil
Simon's"Prisoner of Second
Avenue" plays at the club for
women--300Main, Oct 9-11,
IS-17 ,23-24. Dinner win be
·served at 7:00pm with the show
begiiming at 8:IS. All seats .
SI4.9S.For more information call
34S-03oo.
Boise litde Theater-looE.
Fort":'342-S104. •'Butterflies are
Free", aromaritic comedy .is the
\
..
first pres.ent.ation.o..fBL.T.'sf .all.....season. lay dates are Sept. II, ·12,
IS-19, and tickets are $3;SO··· .
general admission; $2.00 eighteen..- -,: . " '.- "".- '"
CPS
Subal Theatre, 1910University
Dr., 385-1462. Boise State's own
Subal Theatre opens this fall with
"Scapino", Oct. 9-17."This
unique show should be a real treat
for Boise theatre goers," says
BSU Theatre Arts Professor
Charles E. Lauterbach. Tickets
are $3.50 general public andSI.50
for BSU students.
The Stage Coach bic ... 'The Sea
Horse" is the premier production.
for Boise's newest theatre
companY, Stage Coach Inc. The
two character show play Sept
10-12,17;19 at the Basque Center,
601 Grove si., $3.00 general
admission; $2.50 senior citizens.
. This overview of Boise
restaurants is no half-baked
concoction, yet if we left out a
restaurant in our recipe, please
bear with~we are not Julia
child. (Galloping Gourmand,
perhaps.) In any case, here is our
menu. Acquaint yourself with the
eatery suiting your desires.
American
The Butcher Shop,7S66
Fairview 376-6655. Open
4:30pm-lam, M-Sat. Featuring
prime rib and steaks, the Butcher
Shop also serves chicken, lobster,
crab and a salad bar. Prices from
$6.95-$11.95. The lounge serves a
fullbar; beet ontap is 75 cents,
wine is $1.25 a glass. Well drinks
are$UO. Happy hour, from
4pm-6pm offers SI cocktails.
The Cbart House,2288 N.
Garden 336-9370. Open Sun-Thurs,
5:3Opm-IO:30pm, Fri-Sat
~5:30-11:3Opm. Seafood
Restaurant. King crab legs, and a
nightly seafood special. Steaks,
too. Dinner from S8.65-$17 .95.
1Mllle's Fine Food, 3900
Overland Rd; 345-7111. Open·
Mon-Sat, 6am-9pm; Sun
7am.-4pm. Standard American
Cooking. Breakfast served all day
S1.95-S3.9S. Lunch ranges from
. $~.9S-$3.50, dinner $2.9S~S5.95. 3
luncheon specials daily. No
. ,alcohol served.
Grandpa Meyer's Cullnarium,·
4900 Emerald 344-2171. Open for
·Ionch 1Iam-2pm, M-Sat, the
·lounge open from 11am.-l pin.
Lunch offerings include
~omem.ade soups, and cornbread
Grant's Truck Stop, 411S
Broadway, 344-1091. Open 24
hours including holidays. Serving
breakfast priced from $1.95 to
$3.45, specializing in BIG
omelettes. Lunch ranges from
$1.35.$2.55 offering sandwiches,
and dinner, from $3-$S.95, for a
combo plate of veal and mashed
potatoes. Grant's Truck Stop is as
frequented by non-truckers as the
big rig drivers themselves.
Lock, Stock and Barrel, 4705
Emerald 3364266. Open
5pm-Ilpm M-Thurs, 5pm-12pm
.F-Sat, 4pm-IOpm Sun. American
steak house. Specialties include
prime rib, steaks, and seafood.
An extensive salad bar for $3.9S
includes soup and dinner roll.
Dinner is from $5.95-$14.95. The
lounge is open daily, 4pm~lam, .
serving draft beer for 50 cents.
Entertainment is Vern Swain, folk
singer-guitarist, or a live bluegrass
band on Mo~days.
Marney's Cafe, 1225Federal
Way 336-7885. Open from
:7am-Ilpm (summer hours).
Hearty American meat and
potatoes cooking. Manley's is a
Boise institution synonimous with
LARGE portions: An order of
prime rib totally engulfs the plate.
Price: SI1.50. Breakfast features
homemade biscuits and gravy for
SI.25, and a ham and cheese
omelette for $4.S5. Pieces of pie
go for $1.2S, and are .
enormous-~ne piece equals one
fifth of the whole pie, which sells
for $6.50.
Merritt's Cafe, 6630 W. State
342-9528. Open 24 hours, seven
days a week. Breakfast from
$3.50 to $5.95 for the huge Super
Omelette. Lunch from
S1.55-$3.50. Dinner, from
$2.75-$8,25, highlights prawns
.and liver and onions. Beer and
wine served.
The Motberlode Restaurant,
1601Fairview 344-7437. Open
M-F, 6am-11pm, Fri-Sat 6am-12
nudnight. Closed Sun. Famous
cheese served INa French roll
accompanies all.dinners.
Featuring several BBQ dishes
from $3.50-$7.50 ..Lunches go for
S3,50-S5.25 and early morning
breakfasts for $2.S0-$4.50. Beer
and wine served at the table; no
bar.
'lbeRam Pub ..is5S Broadway
344-3691. Restaurant open from ..
lllUll:-llpm sevendays a week, as.
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well as the pub, open from
Ilam-Iam. Solid pub food,
probably the most "specialized"
place around;every night of the
week featiires a different special.
Prime rib for $6.95 on Fri.
Sunday's all-day family special
offers I free kid's burger with the
I purchase of an adult meal. In the
pub, the happy hour is between
4:30-6:30, M-F. beer on tap is 50
cents a glass, wine for·$1.25 a
glass. Two for one highballs.
The Ranch aub, 3544 Chinden
Blvd. 342-9546. Open.
5pm-1 :45am, six nights a week.
The Ranch Club's prime rib
comes in two sizes: the straight cut
for $11.95, and the extra cut for
$12.95. Their famous finger
steaks are $5. Draft beer, wine
served. In the lounge, the Boise
River Band plays country western
music every night for dancing and
listening.
The Sandbar Restaurant, 29th
and Chinden at the Red Lion Inn
345-5351. Open for lunch, M-F.
Ilam-3pm, dinner M-Sun
Spm-l l pin. Poolside surf and turf
menu, including steamer clams
'and deep fried artichoke hearts for
hor d'oeurves. Sandwichesfor
lunch are from $3.95 to $5.80.
Dinner from $8.75-$11.25.
G~asshopper pie for dessert.
The Sandpiper, 1100W.
Jefferson 344-8911. Open for
lunch, M-F 11 :30am-2pm, dinner
M-F6pm-11pm, Sat-Sun ..
5pm-lOpm. Steaks and sea food.
The prime rib for$II.95 is a
favorite of these who frequent the
Sandpiper. Beef kabobs are $7~50,
lobster is $14,00. Lunches range
from $1.25-$5.95.
The Stagecoach Inn, 3132
Chinden Blvd., 342-4161. Open
M-Sat 11am-12:45am. Closed
Sun. "Everything we serve is
made right here. Our prawns are
hand-breaded and our prime rib
cooked to order," says Marian
Shrierof the Stagecoach Inn.
Lunch is served cafeteria style
with entrees at $3.50, changing
daily: Dinners from $4.95-$15.
Breakfast served all day. Lounge
serves liquor, beer, wine.
Stuart Anderson'splack Angus
Restaurant, 3101 Main St.
345-7600. Open M-Thurs
II am-1O:30pmi Fri and Sat
llam-ll :30pm and Sun /
4pm-lOpm. Lounge'hours are
llam-Iam, M-Sat, and4pm-9pm
Sundays. Live entertainment.
Sandwiches, salads, and meat
'dishes for lunch from $3.50-$6.
Dinner prices are $5.95-$11.95
and include steak or seafood,
salad, potatoes, rice or fries. Of
course, steak is their specialty.
T.Jo's Tuesdays, at the Quality
Inn, 1025 S. Capital Blvd,
(formerly the Gazebo) .
soon to beopen.American food
offering a mix of mexican dishes,
salads, sandwiches, chili dogs,
steaks and sauteed scallops. No
prices listed here yet because the
menu is still in the making.
Specializing in breakfasts for
$2.50, and lunch for $2.75.
Small, clean and comfortable
place. No liquor.
Chinese
Chinese Lantern, 3640 Chinden
Blvd 342-5811. Open 5 pm-2:30
am six days a week, 5~12pm on
Sun. Cantonese style food.
Family style dinners ranging in
price from $2.50-$6. Almost all
dishes made to order. Will cook
for vegetarian, salt-free or other
restricted diets.
Dragon Palace, .1618Vista,
open M-F II :30 am- II prn, F-S
11:30am-2pm.Sun4pm-11 pm.
Lunch prices range from
$2.00-$3.30. A 7 combo dinner
costs $4.00.336-3199
Golden Star, 1142 N. Orchard
375-0191. Open daily 12noon-2
am. Lunch special for $2.75 from
12noon-3 pm. -Dinner from
$3.7~-$6.95. No alcohol served.
The Great Wall Restaurant,
10398Overland, 376-3260. Open
Sun-Thurs 11am-12 midnight,
Fri-Sat Ilam-2am. Authentic
Chinese food, $1.9~-$8.50.
Weekly specials for $4.95 include
Mandarin chicken Moo Goo Gai
Pan, served with soup. salad and
pork and seeds.
House of Louie, 108 S-.Capitol
Blvd 344-6334. Open Tues-Thur
12noon-9:30 prn, Sat 5 pm-9 pm.
Closed Mon. Chinese food.
Lunch and dinner specials
$2.25-$3.35. Family dinners (for
two or more) $4.50-$6.50.
Kowloon FamUy Restaurant,
103~2Fairview, VU!age
SboppingCenter 375-0342. Open
Man-Sun 1O:30am-midnight.
Chinese food; specialty is Chicken
Supreme.' Luncheon specials for
$2.50 between 1O:30am:-3:00pm.
Combo plates from $2.50-$7.00.
American dinners $3.65 and up.
$1.00 for a bottle of beer,
.75<ents for a glass of wine.
Mandarin Palace, 5020
Franklin, 345-6682. Open II :30
am-tt pm. Sun-Thurs, 1l:30am-2
am: Fri-Sat. Chinese food. Lunch
for $2.75-$4.00, dinner for '
$4.00-$7.00. Offers mandarin
chicken as a family dinner special.
@Q1°~:'.•.•.. ..ii,
l' ... - ... ,
Mae UWah, Overland Park
377-9665 or 375-9694. Open 1i-2
seven days a week. SpecialiZing in
cantonese dinners from
$3.50-$5.95. Combo dinners for
$3.90 and $4.75. American food,
too, and Spanish chowmein.
, The New China Restaurant,
3423 N. Cole in the Cole Village
Shopping Center 376-0959. Open
from II am-2 am, Men-Sun.
Chinese food. Dailylunch
specials $2.60, served from II
am-3pm. Dinner ranges from
$3.75-$4.25.
Dessert
Granny's Pastry Parlor, 6736
Glenwood 342-5281. Hours:
Breakfast Man thru Sat 7 am to
II am. Lunch and light dinner
Mon'thru Thur II am to 8:30 prn,
Fri and Sat 11 am to 9 pm,
American food from $1.50 to
$5.45. Daily noon specials.
Granny's specializes in pies,
pastries and scones.
The Ice Cream Palace, 7850
Fairview 376-7531. Open
M-Thurs9:15-11, Fri-Sat 9:15-12,
Sun 12-6. A gay 90's-style ice
cream parlor known for their
myriad of ice cream
combinations, the Ice Cream
Palace also serves lunch and
dinner all day until II pm,
Popular meal items are the crab
stuffed flounder for $3.25, or the
"natural" nature sandwich and
spinach salad for $2.95. For large
parties or appetites, the "Powder
Keg" consisting of6, 14, or 16
scoops a f ice cream costs
respectively $7.95, $12.95 and
$14.95.
Plush Pippin Pie Restaurant, I
Auto Drive 376-1630. Open 10
am-ll pm week days, 10 am-12 .
pm Fri-Sat. Offering a basic
sandwich menu, with prices from
the Plush Pippin specializes in
pies of course. Pumpkin pies,
sour cream and raisin and all
combos ofsour cream pies; pecan
and custard and rhubarb pies, all
. for$l;SI:30.
Vic's Restaurant and Pie Shop,
6316 Fairview, 375-1160. Open
everyday from 6 am-l l pm.
Prices for breakfast combos
average about $3.50. The hot and
cold sandwiches for lunch range
from $2.50-$5.45. Dinner entrees
from $4.75 to $8.50·for steak.
Vic's specialty are their pies--26
kinds. Single pieces are 95 cents
and whole pies average $4.25.
Cakes made and decorated to
order.'
Fancy
Angell's, 999 Main 342-9900.
The bar is open from 4pm-lam,
M-Fri, and on Sat from
5:30pm-lam, M-F, dinner is
served from 6pm-l0:30 or until
11pm, M-Sun, and consists of
seafood from swordfish to red
snapper, as well as prime rib. and
Cornish Game Hens. From $6.95-
$11.95. Full bar.
The Cedars, 8th and Broad St.,
336-8531. The lounge is open
from 4:30pm-lam, M-F, dinner is
served from 6pm-l0:30 or until
11pm, M-Sun. Specialties of theceaars is their prime rib, sauteed
. scallops, and seafood, priCed
from $5.25-S17 .50. Beef on tap
for 75 cents, wine for $1 a glass.
No live entertainment; Jiowever, if
you are adept at backgammon,
you'll provide your own '
entertainment •. -
year the Holiday Magazine's Top
Restaurant Award in Canada and
U.S. for its French gourmet
cuisine. Dinners are from
$10-$40, and feature crepes
flambes, pheasant on a sword,
roast duckling. In the lounge, hors
d'oeuvres are served free M-F,
from 6-7 pm. Happy hour
features two for ones; draft beer
$1.00, wine for $1.60 a glass.
H.Q. Parkenharkner's, 6570
Fairview 375-4100. Open for
lunch 11 am-2 pm~ Dinner
5:30-10 pm, 'Closed Sun.
Pheasant, duckling with cherries ,
and rack of lamb all prepared for
two, highlight H.Q.
Parkenharkner's varied menu.
All the three course dinners. from
$8-$15, are prepared in the
Continental style. Lunch at $1~25
-$5.95.
The Torch Cafe and Lounge,
1826 Main 343-1531. Open
M-Thur 7am-Iam, Fri and Sat
7am-2am. Famous finger steaks.
Dinner from $1.80-$8.50.
Breakfast from $1.25-$3.50. The
lounge offers beer on tap and full
bar. Tues. nights are champagne,
Wed. night is ladie's night With
two for one drinks.
Vic's Cafe, II0 N. Tenth
342-6482. Open M-F 7am-7pm,
Sat 9am-4pm,closed- ,
Sun.Breakfast prices range from
$1.25-$2,95 for items like the
"Traveler's Tune-Up": stewed
prunes and choice of cereal for
$1.40. Lunch and dinner from
$2.35-$3.50. The liver and onions
at Vic's are popular.
Vic's Restaurant and Ple'Shop,
6316 Fairview, 375-1160. Open
6am-llpm, seven days a week.
Breakfast specialties are the
pancakes, sausages, from $1-$4.
Lunch specials are anything from
steaks to stuffed pork chops, with
prices ranging from $3-$5. Dinner
offers the same as lunch, both
include salad from the salad bar
and homemade rolls. Homemade
pies are Vic's trademark.
Breakfast
Grandpa's Cellar Cafeteria, 341
W. Washington in the Len B.
Jordan Building, 341-3151. Open
7.am4 pm, weekdays .. Serves
low-cost meals to legislators, state
employees, and the public.
Popular for breakfast: the
garbage omelette. Breakfast for
no more than $2.00 .. The basic
salad bar is $1.00 for the small,
and $1.6Sfor the large. Lunch
specials change everY day as does
the homemade soup. A cheap
place to eat. Closed on weekends .
Jake's, 100 S. 6th St. 336-1670.
Open for lunch from 11:30
am-2:30 pm and for dinner from
5-11 pm. The lounge is open from
II:30 am-I am. Lunch prices
range from $3.7$6with many
variations on salads, crepes,
casseroles, omelettes, sandwiches
and hamburgers: A la carte items
$3-$7 but Jake's specialty is a
dinner entree of steak, seafood,
veal or chicken. Dinner price
range $7.50-$15.: Includes soup,
salad and vegetables.
Jason'sOlde Tyme Emporium,
620 Idaho 336-9400. Restaurar.t
open for lunch 11pm, for dinner
5 pm until 10:30 or 11 pm
weekdays, and until 11:30
Sat-Sun. In the bar, oyster hour"
nightly from 4:30-6:30 pm.
Dinner prices from $5.25 for a
steak sandwich, to $8.95 Bourbon
St. Pork chops, and S12.95 for
_rock lobster tail. Among desserts
ate. French silk pie, apple strudel.
t :
MIchael's, 2433 Bogus Basin
Rd.,342-8948. Lunch 11:30-2:30,
Dinner 5-10:30 daily; Baked '
halibut with sauteed mushrooms,
oinons, and green peppers at $11.
25 is a specialty at Michael's.
Lunch $2.95-$4.~, dinner
$3~16.50. Liquor, beer, and wine
served at the table and in the
lounge.
Misty's, f9th and Cllinden at
the Red Lion Inn. 343-1871.
Gourmet contiriental dining.
Dinner from.$9.95 for Idaho
rainbow trout to Veai Oscar,
$12.95.· Steak Diane is prepared
at your table side as well as many
other flambe dishes. Desserts
;nclude Cherries JubliIee, $5.50
for two, and souffle Grand
Marnier,'$4.50. Spanish coffees
and Nikoloshka (black coffee
with vodka) for after-dinner
drinks .. A ri1ZYplacel
The Royal Restaurant and
Bar, 11Il-Main St., 343-6567.
Restaurant hours: Lunch l1am to
5pm Man-Fri. ,dinner 5pm to .
Ilpm Man-Sat. American cuisine
. featuring steaks and seafood.
Lunch prices from $2.65 to $5.50,daily lunch special. Dinner prices Jim's Coffee Sbep, 812 W. Nalil King Restaurant, 4624 State.
from $5.95 to $19.95, fish buffet Fort,343-0154. M-F. Opee8 345-0260. Open weekdays
every Friday night from am-4 pm, closed Sat, Sun. 12pm-lOpm. Friday and Saturday
5pm to 9:30pm. Lounge haUl'S: Breakfast ranges from $1.40-$5. 12pm-I2am. American and
Mon-Fri 11am to lam, Sat 5pm to 'Forlunch, the homemade meat Cantonese style ChiQese'food are
lam. Well drinks $1.65, call stew specialty is $2.30. Dinner on both the lunch and dinner ;TheGamekeeper ,11 &MaiIl
drinks from $1.75. Draft beer from $2.95-$4.50. . . menus. Lunch price are, 344-7631. Open Uam-ll pm for
S1.10, wiile $1.35. Entertainment . . . . . $2.2S-$~.1S. ~pending ~nthedinner;the loungeooens atll ani,
Tues-Sat9pm.lam. Casual. . ~eTrolley House, 1821Warm groupslze,fanuly~stYledinners and closes ~lam. qemedela .. .. '·.0.
atmosphere, dancing to live Spnngs, 345-9255. Open M·Satare $4'S()' S5.SO, or $6.30 per " _ creme of Bolse~1lrestaUi'ants, t~e. . "Continued topage /6 '
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Hi-Country MEN'S
PRINTEDSHIRTS FLANNEL
Reg. 9.95 56.88,
Choose from an .
variety of pi Id excitingas-they're
great for schooi "hand casual w~. unting,
UNLINED
DENIM
JACKETS
Reg. 27.95 524.88
A long-time West
~~rlte-with Class~metal
ons, two front pock
and a durable oott ets• on
denim fabrie-iof washed n you choiceat I or unwashed
yes.
11 OZ. CORDU
BOOKBAG RA
Our Reg., 15.95
~....-"""j S12~88
OXFORD NYLON
SCHOOL PACK
Our Reg. 7.95
55.8&
water-repellant
urethane-coatedpack with pad nulon day
straps and waI~ shoulder
large zippered ,belt.
compocketpartment and extarl. or
SPECIAL PlJRCHAS
LADIES' E
LEATHE=~N
Reg. 105.00
t..64,,99
Choose from three
Western stules that '
feature all-leather u
sole, and IInlng,lnr'
grey or brown oowhl:'
e~THERHIKING BOOTS '
Smooth Leather S~
Reg. 54.95 Reg Leather, 49.95
544.95$39.95
Ughtwelght hiking boot
with VIBRAM soles ~
reinforced stltchl '
your choice of s~ In
srnxnh leather. or
SrEC ~
"G IAL PURCHASE
NYLREYHOUND"
FOR~E'~ING SHOES
U
VVOMEN
st 30.00
tAA...,'1_088
"8ACJ<OOU~
ATHLETIC SHoEs
Reg. 21.95
S~6.88
:::ures/nYlon/~ ,
her uppers and
waffle sole'I' blue,. n,grey/navy.
A versatllcourt e shoE) for all
u~IQln~
hI9h-t~~~ toe andr ppl~ solflS.
BOISE'" 5804 FalrvI
BOISE- 219 Mal fNJ
" NAMPA _1001 n ,', .
, "Nampa-Caldwell Blvd.
.continued from page 13
Peter Schott'336-9100 0 s, 10 and Main
c • penM-F7 '
ror breakfast (no am-lOam
Saturdays) 11'30 breakfast on
lunch, din~ers'erv:;pm for
5:3Opm-IO'30 etween
at II :30am".1 pm. The bar opens
from 5pm-1 am, and on Sat.
$4.50 and u;,Ld~nch costs from
and u,P' Pete; S~~~~~:sfrom$10
especially proud "f' s
veal dishes B ~ Its Austrian
c' • eer IS$1 Iror Imported, $1 50 a ~ ass, and
at $2.50. Wine ' . Dnnks start
bottle, and $1 2g50esfor $5 a half. a alass.
Mexican .
Arriba 623 M .'Open 11 ~-11 am, 345-3090 .
Mexican cook' pm, Downtown
particul 1 mg. They are
chimiChar y proud of their
ongas for $6 50
chalupas for'$4 95' ,and
offers ah ., The bar-
4:3Op -6~3PPYhour fromm • Opm MF
bar snacks chl .' h - . Mexican, IDlC anq lt
quesidillos com li UI as, and
variety of' p unent a wide
beers, $l.:fb
rted
Mexican
tap for $1.00 ;:,.ttle. Miner on
acoustic or ~it:e classical,
Wed-Fri. entertainment
Art's Old House 612 " '
Nampa. Open 11'3Oa 3rd St. S.,
for lunch, and fr~ m-2:30pm
for dinner Mon F~ 5pm-1Opm
12noon"11, m • n, and
Sun, HOm~y' r~~~at. Closed on
along with specialsc;~~osPhere
tacos, special rella ' e. super
Mexican izza .nos, and
, $3.65-$5.~5. PltD:;ners fr~m
margaritas for $~ ;[,s of wine
$5.00 large 1m . small, and
wines. . ported beers and '
CasaBlanca R
Cantlna, 5208 F ~~nrant and
Open 11 am.11lUrVlew, 375-3333.
Cantina a-A fr pm, M-Sun. '
Fine M' rpen rom 11 am-I 0di eXlcan foodL " ••."11.
mner co b' .' unch and
Full bar w~hmatallOnsfor $4-$11.
S
' ' me s Th .
l?ectalty is the #12 . elf,
dmner for $7 95 'N
combo
deluxe
appetizers ar~ $3 achos as
Obviously m ' ~r $4.55 sizes.
special drink argantas are their
, ,gallons of th;:ey sell 50-70
for a large glass a week, at $2.25
Live band ' ~7.75 a pitcher, appeann 'T " .
pm-lam inthe C g. ues-Sat; 9
char~e. Beeront,aanptm~, no Cover
',' ,wmes.
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FJ Gringo, 5506 Overland,
342-2389. Open Tues-Fri, II
am-IO:30 pm: Sat-Sun, 12
noon-IO:30 pm. Closed
Mondays. Offers such Mexican
favorites as the flauta and el
gordo for $4.50. Prices range
from $1.25 for a taco to $7.25 for
a full combo dinner. Coors on
, tap for 75 cents, Mexican beer in
the bottle for $1.50. Wine sells
for 1.00 a glass, $5.50 for a 7.5
liter carafe:
La Fiesta, 1221 W. Boise Ave.,
343-4334. Open M-F II am-2-pm
for lunch, and from 5 pm-1O pm
for dinner. Sat 5 pm-Iu-pm.
Closed Sun. A small family
restaurant serving Mexican food.
Lunch specials include enchiladas
and chile rellenos for $3.75.
Dinner combos vary; priced from
$5.45-$7.15. Wine margaritas for
$2.45.
Los Compadres, 3085 N. Cole,
376-3153; Real-thing Mexican
food, serving many varieties of
steaks. The Tampiquena, a
sirloin tip steak with quacamole
sauce, is popular and costs $4.50.
Plato Mexican is $5. Mexican
beer, wine margaritas. Open M-Sat
Ilam-lOpm. Closed Sun;
Poco A Poco, 1805 W. State,
345-9831: Open M-F II :30
am-9:30 prn , Mexican cuisine
features the only green corn
tamale in town. Combos run
from $4.85-$6.85, ample tostadas
for $3.45. Wine Margaritas.
Italian
Boise Pizza ce., 101 S.
Orchard, 336-4520. Open
M-Thur 11 am
IOpm;F-Sat Ilam-12pm; Sun 4
pm-IO pm. Pizza price range:
$4.75 for a small cheese; $13.75
for a large everything. The
popular Boise Special is $9.25 for
a med.; pizza sandwiches are .
$1.00. Mondavi, Gallo wine for
75 cents a glass. Beer on tap is 60
cents a mug, $2.75 for a pitcher.
The Flying Pic Pizzaria, 1016
Broadway, 384-0000 and 6508
Fairview,376-3454. Open week
days 11 am-l l pm, F-Sat; I am-12
midnight; Sun 11 am-I lprn.
Funkadelic flying pizza-pie
paintings on the ex-and interiors.
Featuring a combo ranging from
$8.35 to $14.95 and a next-door
deal consisting of pizza by the
slice and beer from "The Bar" for
$1.00.
Godfather's Pizza, 8th St.
Marketplace, 342-3614 and 6677
Overland. Open Suri-Thurs 11
am-11 pm and Fri~Sat 11 am-I
am. They offer 15 different pizza
toppings and a large salad bar for
$1.89. Beer on tap and imported
bottled beer.
italian Deli and pizza Co., 5602
Fairview, 375-8948. Open
M-Thurs 11am-9 pm; F-S II
am-lO~pm. ClosedS,un. The deli
is Jamily ruri:"We a.re Italian."
Med. to large pizzas ra.nge from. .
$5 .00~$9.50. sandwiches
,$1 ;95-$2.60. Salad bar for'
$1.25-$1.85.Beer ontap;50 cents a
I glass(~ummer price.),$2 a pitcher.
Imported beer; Italian meats,
cheeses in ihe deli case.' .
Mama's ltaIiariR~slaurant,
1551 Federal' Way; 342-4221.
are the Italian meatball sandwich,
and a variety of salads: spinach,
fruit, and shrimp. Homemade
soup and rolls served with lunch,
which ranges from $2.95-$6.
Dinners, from $3.95-$14,boast'
Veal Scallopini, Marsala, as best
dishes. Full bar; open at 5 pm.
Closes when the last customer
leaves e . Draft beer $1, wine $1.25
a glass. A pianist who plays the
accordian as well(but not at the
same time) provides live music
Wed-Sat evenings.
The Villa, S. Capitol Blvd and
College Blvd, 344-6929. Open
6:30 am-1O pm daily, breakfast
served until II am and until 2 pm
on Sundays. FeaturingItalian
dishes served in a homey,
European decor. Breakfast
features omelettes. For lunch
there's the popular callezone and
stuffed pizza. Dinners range from
$4.95 for the salad bar (complete
. with soup and delicacies like
caviar, pickled herring, and
marinated squid), to $6.95 for
pasta. Prime rib is $10.95
Sandwiches/Salads
Burger N Brew, 1233 .
Broadway, 342-9086. Open
Sun-Thur II arn-l l prn, Fri-Sat 11
am-12 prn. Burger N. Brew offers
30 kinds of hamburgers (each
weighing Y3 of a pound), and a
variety of sauces and condiments.
Burgers for $2.75 on i.lp;$4.95 for
a crab-covered burger, smothered
in bearnaise sauce.
Chicks and Bones, 1228
Oakland (opposite Protest I
Apartments on Boise Ave.),
342-9266. Open 10 am-I am,
seven days a week. Lunch for
$1.85-$3.75 features BBQ ribs,
chicken and sandwiches. Lunch
special: sandwich and soft drink
for $1.85. Dinner consists of the
same, but includes salad and BBQ
beans for $2.75;$3.75. In the bar,
j,eer on tap is 60 cents a glass,
pitchers for $2.75; winds 85 cents
a glass. rlappy hour happens 4
pm-8 pm daily; pitchers are $2.
Cobby's, 1030 Broadway,
345-0990. Open M-Sat lOam-1O
pm, Sun 10 am-7 pm. A sandwich
shop with a repertoire of 23 kinds
of sandwiches, prepared on
french and whole wheat french
bread. ranging in price from ,
$3.05"$8.88. Salad bar. Beer is 50
cents a mug, $2.00 a pitcher. Wine
for 50 cents a glass.
Everybody's Cafe, 822W.
Idaho, 343-2250. Hours: Light
breakfast and lunch, 9:30 am to
4:30 prn. Featuring natural foods
and vegetarian cuisine. Prices
from 60 cents to $2.95. Daily
specials menu includes smoothies
and frozen yogurt.
Frank's Idaho Drug, 215 Main,
342-5641. Open 9 am-6 pm for
breakfast, lunch and dinner.' A
bar will be added the second week
in Oct.; beer and wine will be
served and the bar will beopen
until I am. Deli sandwiches with
gourmet meats and three kinds of
cheese. Specialty hamburgers,
chili, clam chowder, soup of the
day and a salad bar. For the sweet
tooth, there is an old-fashioned
soda fountain with hard-packed
ice cream
Granny's Restaurant, 6th and
Main, 336-3390. Open M-F 9:30
am-3 pm, Sat II :30-3 am. Serving
Continental breakfasts ala
Anlerican,sillce cinnamon rolls
substitute for croissants. The
rolls are 60 cents each, and are
homemade. Lunch of sandwiches
from $1.50-$5. Glasses of beer ,
Wine for $1.25, import beer $2.
Soups, salads, seasonal
specialities. Desserts are
, Granny's forte.
The Grinder, 112 N. 9th,
342-8081. Open 10:30 am-6:30
pm M-Sat. closed Sun. The San
Francisco 'Grinder is a steak,
mushroom, tomato, green pepper
and onion affair on a S.F. .
sourdough bun. It's the only item'
on the menu and sells for $2.46.
Oh, there's the cherry cheese cake
too for 97 cents. -
Main St. 191Q", 609 Main,
344-1910 .. Open 8 am- 8 pm
tJ-Thurs,8 am-9 pm Fri-Sat,
Closed Sun . .Specializing in
burgers for $1.14-$2.34, which are
fresh, not frozen and can be
topped with any of three kinds of
cheeses., Beer on tap, 55 cents for
'a small, 99 cents for a large, and
$2.79 for a pitcher. Wine is $1 a
giass.
Nathaniel's, 209 Main,
343-5656. Open 11:30am-2:30
M-F, 10 am-2 pmSun. Located in
an elegant, restored home in Old
Boise, Nathaniel's serves
sandwiches, soups and salad for
lunch, priced from 95 cents-$4.95.
Sunday brunch specialties are
omelettes with free champagne,
from $2.75-$4.95.
TheOrangrov, 712 Main
345-8976. Open 10 am-4 pm,
M~Sat. Featuring fresh fruit ,
drinks such as peach, strawberry,
banana, and cantalope, ranging in
price from 40 cents - 70 cents.
Standard American sandwich fare
ofBL T, beef ,ham and turkey
sandwiches foraround $2. Closed
Sun. '
The RaintreeDeli,210N.
Capital BlVd, 3364611. Open
M-F 8:30-3:30, Sat 11-4. Closed
Sun. Serving a wide range of
sandwiches dubbed "very
unique." Prices range from
$2.40-$3.25 for sandwiches;
cheese, carrot cake are $1. 25.
.soup, salad served too. Beer on
, tap for 50 cents, winefor. $1.25.
Rena's Tenth St. Delicatessen,
105N.IOth St.,336"3530.0pen
M-Fri II am-4 pm for lunch.
Sandwiches on homemade bread,
freshfruit, espresso, herb teas and
fresh squeezed lemonade and
orange juice. $3.25 cari buy a
serving of frittata, soup or salad
and bread .. Chef salad $2 and $3. '
The Red Apple, 814YIW.
Idaho, 345-4060. Open II am-4
pm, M-Sat. A hide-away
shopper's lunch-stop serving a
.variety of sandwiches
accompanied by a shiny red apple
and potato chips. Soup, salad, or
jello round out a standard meal
for $2.65.
Tom Grainey's Spurting Pub,
109S. 6th sr., 345-2505. Open
M"Sat 11:30 am-I am. Light pub
food. Wide variety of salads;
spinach, $2.95, and Roman salad
(fruit) for $2.82 or $4.55 large.
'Lightweight' and 'heavyweight'
pizzas from $3.50-$5.50 and
sandwiches. The bar offers warm
coffee drinks and fine liquor.
Beer on tap for 75 cents a glass.
Mon nights are tequila nights; $1
a glass a shot.
Seafood
Annabel's, 1302 Vista
342-2602. Open 11:30 am-2 pm
for lunch M-F, 5:30 pm-1O pm for
dinner, M-Sat. Closed Sun.
Lunch price range: $1.50 for a '
bowl of soup t-oa $5.95 entree.
Dinners are from
$6.50-$13.95(lobster). Annabel's
is one of Boise's most prominent
fish restaurants, offering fresh
fish in season, clams, oysters,
along with steaks, duck, and
lamb. Casual atmosphere in a
many-roomed old house.
Extensive wine list, imported
beers.
Angell's,999 Main 342-9900.
The bar is open from 4pm-Iam,
M-Fri, and Sat from 5:30
pm-lam. The restaurant is open
from 5:30pm-l 0:30 weekdays,
and l lprn Fri-Sat, serving dinner
only. Steak and seafood from
$6.95-$11.55. Beer 75 cents a
glass, wine $1.25.
The Crow Inn, 6781 Warm
Springs 342-9669. Restaurant
open 10 am-Ll :30, bar open until
1 am. Seafood restaurant.
Dinner prices from $3.95-$11.95'-
Clams are their specialty and cost
$7.95 for three pounds of the
bivalve moilusks, beer on tap
for 75 cents a glass, wine for
$1.00. No liquor.
Sea Galley, 7189 Overland
375-1581. Open 11 am-4 pm for
lunch M-Sat, 4 prn-l l pm for
dinner M-Thur, and until
midnight on Fri and Sat. 12
noon-1O prn on Sun. For lunch,
there is th-edaily chef's special.
LuncH prices are from $2.95-4.75.
Dinners; ranging from
$5.95-$8.95, feature Alaska King
Crab legs, prime rib and the house
plate--pnme rib with choice of .
seafood. The bar-lounge serves
doubles for $1 .95 everynight of
the Week. Beer and wine: .
Specialty
'The Creperie, 6th and Main
343-0555. Open 11:30am-3pm
Mon-Sat. Light French cuisine for
lunch featuring French opjo.n
soup gratinee, and a variety or'
salads, quiches, omelettes, crepes,
and steak sandwiches. ,
Prices range from: $2.75 for salad
$5.i5 for steak or s,;le meuniere.
Wine, beer and espresso. Closed "
Sun.
The Boarding House, 601 Main'
St~, 342-9300 Resta'u'rant hours:
Mon~Sat, 5:3Opm-lOpm, Sun
5pm-9pm.Dinner only. 8asque
cuisine from$7.95-$12.50.The
hours are: Mon-Sat4:30pm-laJl~.
Sun 4:30pm-II pm, Bottled beer
90 cents to $1.50, wine 75 cents,
well drinks for $1.50, call drinks
$1.75. Daily drinks specials,
casual atmosphere.
The Garden Court, II and
Main at the Owyhee Inn 336-t700.
'Open forlunch"andfor dinner.
Light Gourmet dining. Lunch for
$3.45 for soup and sandwich to
$4.95 for fingersteaks. Among
dessertitems is frozen yogurt;
$1.35. Special of the day for
$3.95. Dinner prices from $3.95
,for a salad to $8.75 for teryaki
steak, gulf prawns 'saute a sec'
for $8.95. Open Sun. for brunch,
Ilam-3pm. Open 6:30pm-lOpm
M-F, 7pm-lOpm Sat, 7:30pm-
lOpm Sun.
Hibachi of Boise,5216
Fairview 375-9556. Open
Sun-Thur 5pm-IOpm, Fri-Sat
Spm-l Ipm. FineJapanese
cuisine, served in authenic
Japanese style rooms-each dinner
party gets its own room behind
sliding paper doors. Week-day
specials are chicken tempura, '
pork, and sparer'bs for $6.95.
Chicken, beef, and fish teriyaki
are from $8.95-$12.95. Lunch
from $3.75-$6.25. Japanese beer,
plum wine and sake served with
Japanese hospitality.
The Koffee Klatsch ,409 S. 8th
345-0452. Open 7:30am-5:30pm,
M-F;sat 9am-5:30pm. The place
to go for fine, international
fresh ground coffees, and for
choice pastries such as apple
dumplings and cinnamon rolls.
The Klatsch serves soups,
sandwiches from $1.60-$3.05.
Wine and wine drinks go for
$1.50, beer on tap for 85 cents,
'import beers for $1.50.
Oriental Gifts and Food
Imports, 5827 Franklin, in the
Crestline Plaza. Open Fri 5pm-12
midnight, Sat,llam-12pm, Sun 12
noon-Spm. Ciosed Mon.'
Vietnamese cooking,"verY
cheap." Dinners from
$2.50-$4.00. Serving American
and Japanese beer.
Penelope's, 34Q9N.Cole .
377-5684. Open 9am-9pm,
M-Sat.Greek cooking, including
Greek salad for $4.25, moussaka
for $5.50 and Dolmathes (grape
leaves stuffed with beef, rice and
greek spices) for $3.50. Combos
of greek specialties are $7 :50 for
two, $8.75 for three. Among
breakfast menu offers are whole
wheat and honey pancakes for
.$1.50, and cinnamon rolls, hot
and buttered for 75 cents.
Thrift· Shops
;Thrift Shops:
Compulsive collectors of
everything from oldjew..elryto
army fatigues and old books; cast
your eyes over a list of the happy
hunting grounds. For some of us,
.thrift shopping is morethan a
pack-rat hobby._oit's anecessity.
l
. I
,." 0'
"
t·i:.,
i .
.",n'inu"'f",mp'ge;' ... a.m..~5P.m. Sat. Clcthing sold on. .'''''''''='''' bandshell, ,",,0, .z· 00 . .. ·~(P:l~ .:·
.' . .. consignment. Men's and women's fountam andreflectmg pool, art .. . . ~ ~_ ". .'
A&T Bargains, 3019 W. State items $4-$15, children' s$I-$5. . gallery, historical mus~um,and .-~
St. 342-7474. Hours: 10:30 a.m. amusement park. RegIOnal parks ~
to 5 p.m, Tue.-Fti., 12 .,' . Sulvatlon Aroiy Thrift Stores; pr~v~d.efor a wide variety of We like animals, you like 0 ...'
noon-S p.m. Sat. Small items .8380 Fairview Ave. 376-3061 and activittes. animals, go see the animals.' The 1.";1
purchased for resale. Infants 3209 Overland Road 342-9663. . Ann Morrison Memorial Park - Boise City Zoo at the East end of ~ ~
clothing, toys, small household 'Hours: lOa:m.-5:30 p.m. 1104 Royal Blvd. Julia Davis Park isopenfrom ."
items 5 cents to 50 dollars. Mon.-Sat. Items collected 10:00 a.m.-5:oo p.m. daily. ..lIt' lit.
through donation. Men's suits to J.A. &'Kathryn Albertson Park Regular admission is $1.00 for ~ "'T:j
$25, dresses $1-$10. Infant clothes (undeveloped) - Americana Blvd: adults, 50 cents for children 6-18 ~ .
25 cents to $1.furniture, &Americana Terrace years . Kids under 6 free. Every.
household items, bikes. Thursday is free day with no
Julia Davis Memorial Park-7oo admission charged;'
S. Capitol Blvd.
Boise's regional parks are large,
general all purpose parks serving .Williams Park. ~Williams & Counseling and Testing Center,
the urban area and beyond. In Gekeler 38>:1601. On the 6th floor oUhe
Sac:ksFlft!l Street, S03S. Sth addition to the facilities found .in . . Education Building there awaits a
St. 342-8797. Hours: 11:30 . the smaller parks, the regional Winstead Park- Northview & crew of people trained in . .. Continued to page 21-
a.~.-S:30p.m.Tue.-Fri, 10 parktllayalsocontainsuch .' . Hartman. . c. . .. . c~unselingreadytoaidyouwith •.......... '. . " .... --
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. Char.D~s Bargain Boutique
4111 Rose Hill 336-3S31. Hours:
10 a.m, -S p.m, Mon.-Fri. 10
a.m.-4p.m:Sat. Men's,women's,
children's clothing sold on
consignment. Dresses $5-$10, .
jeans from $2.S0, pants $4.
children's Clothes from 7S cents.
Cheap Chic, 222 N. 9th.
Shirts $3 and up, pants at
$10. ·Vintage apparel and
accessories. I
Deseret industries, 3621
. Overland Rd., 34S-4380. Hours:
10a.m.-6 p.m. Mon- Sat. Items
collected through donation.
Dresses $)-$4, jeans $2 to $3,
shoes from $1, used furniture
from 99 cents to $29.99,
appliancesibeds,hoUsehold
items.
Carage Sale, 6633 Ustick Road,
377~I60S. Hours: 10a.m.-S:30
p.m. Tue.-Fri., 10 a.m.-S p.m.
Sat. Items sold on consignment.
Clothing 25 cents to $20, jeans $S,
childrens clothes $2-$3, womens
pants $4-$S, shirts $3. Books,
small household items, some
furniture.
Good Samaritan Store, 1821
W. Washington, 344-0649. Hours
9 a.m.-4 p.m, Men-Sat. Items
collected through donation.
Clothing 50 cents to 56, some
household items.
Idaho Youtb Rancb Thrift
Store,716 W. Idaho, 343-2506
Hours: 9am-Spm Mon-Sat
Items collected through
donation.' Dresses and childrens
clothing from 2S cents to $1, mens
suits $3.So-$24.S0, T.V.s from
$10, furniture, some appliances,
household items, skis and boots.
~tty's, 13 E. Franklin Rd.
Meridian, 888'()()61.Hours 10
a.m.-6p.m. Mon.-Sat. Oothing
sold on consignment from $1 to
$10, toys, books, bedding.
Koppel's BrowsvlRe, 30th &
Fairview Ave., 344-3539. Hours 9
a.m.-~p.m., Mon.-Fri., 8:30
a.m.-S:30p.m. Sat., 12
noon-4p,m. Sun., A selection of
used army surplus including
coveralls, wool pants, army pants
and shirts, fatigues, and P-Coats .
from $1.88 to $30, GI sleeping
bags at $39.88,.pouches and
rucksacks from 98 cents to $30,
usedjeans from $2.
Mit;key's Quality Ootblng,
1487N. Cole Rd., 375-7034;
Hours: 9:30 a.m.-S p.m.
Mon-Sat. Oothing sold on
consignment, women's items
$3-$SO,juniors $3-$20, childrens
$1.S0-$3S, accessories, no mens
'clothing.
Nearly Nu, 3117W. State St.,
343-0382. Hours 11a.m.-5:30
p.m., Tue.-Sat. Clothing sold on
consignment. Jeans $4.S0 to $12.
shirts and blouses $4-$8.S0, coats.
. Nonscents, 603 Meridian,
Meridian 888-2881. Open
.Tue.-Sat., 12a.m.-6 p;m.
Antiques, custom made jewelry,
vintage clothes. $1 for shorts,
dresses $6-$30, fur coats $7S,
men's suits$9-$IS.
Second Hand Rose, 851S
Fairview Ave., 377-2184. Hours:
12a.m.-Sp.m. Tue-Sat. Clothing
sold on consignment. Women's
tops $4-$6, dresses from $5, men's
suits $IS-$40, shoes, household
items, some furniture, new
jewelry.
Second Time Around, 3113
Overland Rd., 344-0760. Hours:
10 a.mA p.m, Tue.-Slit. Clothing
sold on consignment from Junior
League members or collected .
through donation. Jeans $1,50 to
$6, infant clothes from 25 cents
men's suits $6-$3S, household
items.
St. Vincent de PlIul Tbrlft Store
318 S. Capitol, 343-4921. Hours 9
a.m.-S p.rn. Mon.-Fri., 9 a.mA
p.m, Sat. Items collected through
donation. Dresses $2-$2;SO,men's
suits $S-$7.S0, jackets $S-$7.50;
furniture, some antiques, sporting
goods, household items.
IIIours: .
.L BoiseTour Train
The Boise Tour Train is no
longer running daily, but it will
run every weekend. All tours
leave from the Idaho Historical
Society in Julia Davis Park at 12
p.m., 1:30 p.m., 3 p.m., and 4:30
p.m. Admission for adults is
$2.50; for children under 12, $1
for senior citizens, $2.
CommtinityParks
The community park serves
several neighborhoods in the
radius of one-half mile to several
miles. Some are designed with
baseball fields of other special.
sport facilities. A few have
swimming pools. Several of the
parks' primary function is to
provide picnic facilities.
Borah Park - Cassia & Park Drive
Camels Back Park - 13th & Heron
Capitol Park - 6th & Bannock
Fort Boise Park - Fort &Reserve
Locust Grove Park - Mountain
Cove Road
Hillside Park - 36th &Hill Road
Municipal Park - Walnut & Park
Blvd.
Warm Springs Park - South of
'.Natatorium
Neighborhood· Parks
The neighborhood parks'
primary .concern is serving the
individual neighborhood. They
vary in size and usually contain
picnic areas, tennis and basketball
courts, open play fields and
reiitrooms.
Bowden ParJe - Edson &Kootenai
Cassia Park - Camas East of
. Orchard .
Elm Grove Park - 23rd & Irene
Fairmont Park - Northview West
of Cole
Fairview Park - 23rd& Idalto
lvywild Park - Division & Ivywild
Manitou Par~ - 6th & Fort
OwyheePark - S. Owyhee &
Pasadena
Shoshone Park- Canal &
Shoshone'
Sunset Park - 32rid& Sunset
On CampusPrimer
The following selected shorts
about on-campus organizations
and services may be covered in
your student handbook already.
However, we believe that these
deserve special attention:
FinancialAid/Advising
There's an ugly rumor out that
financial aid has been cut back to
the bone. Students whose income
rates below the poverty level by
half (about $S,OOO)and who are
not dependent on Mommy and
Daddy for support.(that's a .
no-no) may be the lucky beggars
who receive aid this year. Maybe,
ba~y-the BSU Student Handbook
puts it more mildly: "Due tothe
changes occu,rring in traditional
financial assistance programs,
students should contact Career
and Financial Services during
Fall Semester to learn what
assistance might be available and
how to apply." Don't count on
much. However, you can exercis~
the good old American tradition
of working for your bread and
education byseekingajob via the
career services, where students
may obtain current employment
information and referrals. Go
forth, ye stutJents, and pauper!
For more information about
financial services, contact Career
and Financial Services Room 117,
Administration Bldg. 385-1664 ..
Counseling'and.Testing Center.
rIIrees, Trees,
.L Trees
IN THE PARK ...
A loaf of bread,
A can of wine
and thou ......
, ... Anymore these days one can't
even sip from a bottle of wine in
the parks ... in some you can't even
drink at all. A1as.... The parks
listed here have no notatiOn made
as to whcthcrone C~Ulimbibe; we
feel it's about time you all
engaged in some good, clean fun.
We're not going to tell you in
which parks drinking is not
allowed, nor the ones in which
you can can it. .
Regional Parks
any problem. The Counseling and
Testing Center provides
sympathetic ears to students'
frustrations. The counseling given
is aimed at solving a problem
collectively: two heads are better
than one; the counseling center is
there so you don'rbave to go if
. alone.
The testing aspect of the center
consists of a number of
standardized tests: interest tests,
general ability and special
aptitudetests are the most
common. All tests and counseling
are confidential and are
administered by a qualified staff
consisting of licensed
psychologists, for the most part.
.Each counselor holds a teaching
, position in psychology or
education. In this way, the
counselors are atuned to the
special needs of students. It
should be understood that the
results of the tests are useful in
stimulating self-analysis rather
than uncovering earth-shaking
self-truths.
Say you, for example, want to
talk to a counselor ..How do you
go about it'? You can calI38S·1601
and make an appointment, or you
can go over there. Chances are
that you may gain an interview
"on the spot", since an
appointment can be made almost
always in a short time. Services,
are free to faculty*, staff, and
students taking at least six credit
hours.
*Tea,chers'!'Fhis is for you too ..
T.ibrary ....and
.LICOMCAT
The BSU library would like to
make two things perfectly clear:
COM CAT and interlibrary loans
are here to help you!
COM/CAT
Anew system has been added to
BS:Ulibrary's system: COM CAT
(computer microfiche catalog) is a
computer age card catalog system
that can speed up the search for
library materials.CO~ CAT
organizes materialsinthree
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Let US make_yours the
wedding of the year.
erY)tYA,(///', 1l:Jf')l 7 Bridal'
3018 Overland
Boise 343-2303
(fonnerly Tuesday's Child)
Large selection
of bridal
• gowns, veils,
invitations &
wedding books,
~~-
NAVY NURSING:
2 CAREERS IN 1!
First, you're a Navy Neese. Pro-
Ieselcnal environment. Opportunity
(or advanced training. Immediate
supervisory ~!Iponaibility.
And you're a Navy Officer. Travel.
Adventure. Sal at;!' and benefits
competitive to civilian nursing.
Requirements-: BSN degree, or
three-year diploma program with
1 year related work experience.
For more infonnation, send your
resume to. or call:
Ray nalley
4696 Overllnd Road. RM 470
Boise, 10. 83705
NAVY HURSE. ('08) 524·4:104
rrs NOT JUSTA JOB, rrs AN ADVOOlJRE.
Needed
A Student at
Large to sit
on the
Associated
Students of
Idaho Student
Senate
and
Students to sit
on the
Election
Board;
For more
information
and .
applications
Associated
Students
Office
2nd floor SUB
385-1400
Monday Night Football Schedule
-r -IN
LONDON, ENGLAND
AVIGNON, FRANCE
COLOGNE, GERMANY
1.1.1\\1 Study.T,r~ve. [-
~ Homestays
_Studies Abroad Office
LA 212
S -i .50 Pitchersthtoughout
MondQY~Night
Football Game
FriendssoDletimes,qoestion
~ur taste ittDImes. .
Bot they n seethent withyoo anywa)'.
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headings and replaces the 'old'
card catalog system of two
catagories (author-title and
subject). COMCAT headings are
broken down into three headings:
author, title, and subject, which
are computer printed on thin
sheets of plastic called fiches. The
fiches fit in a reader that projects
the information on its screen.
(Sorry; there are no controls for
warp speed, hyper space; no
buttons for lasers or bombs.)
Staunch machine-haters need
not fear being rudely yanked from
the familiar old card catalog
system because the BSU library is '
gradually converting over to
COM CAT. "It'll take maybe two
years to make the switch for the
bulk of the collection; and we
really don't know how long it'll
take for the entire card catalog to
change over," Miller said.
Presently, 60 percent of the
collection is listed with COM
CAT. "Meanwhile the card
catalog will become less and less
useful because most people are
looking for current information,"
Miller says. New arrivals now go
directly into COM CAT.
b:\,'qiInterl~brary Loans
If the COM CAT covers mostly
'Li/"{I1leWinformation, is there a way to
t 7':,:,;:'j}''''';'' down old historic, classical
aterials? According to,Miller,
SU library's weakness is in its
ack of the classics.
However, if it's classics that
you need, the interlibrary loan
system can help you find them, or
other materials not in the library,
even if your search has to extend
overseas to foreign materials.
"Students' should consider this
alternative for tracking down a
book, or other needed
information," Miller said. Due to
budget cuts, the library's new
'books collection will suffer a
slow-down, but, Miller added, the
state, nation and world-wide"
interlibrary loan system is a useful
tool for book access. Just because
it's not on the shelves or in the
card catalog doesn't mean a book
covering your topic doesn't exist.
"If a tree falls in a forest. .v.."
'Student
, Organizations
Over 90 student organizations
are active at BSU, ranging from
athletic and sport clubs to
religious and academic
organizations. "We're always
looking for new groups," says
Carole Golder, BSU Director of
Student Activities.
"Student organizations are a
great way to meet new people who
have the same' interests as you,"
Golder continued, "And if you
feelinhibited aboutattending a
regular organization meeting,
check them out first at the
organizational fair." The Fifth
Annual Organizational Fair will
be held Sept. 22, from 10:00 a.m.
to 2:30 p.m.ion the green north of
the SUB. The fair features
booths and displays set up by the
various organizations, as well as a
return visit by the Royal '
Lichtenstein Circus, and hot air
balloon rides.
There are many advantages to
having an organization recognized
by the university, including
funding by ASBSU and little or
no-cost use of university
facilities. The Student Activities
Office, located on the 2nd
floor of the SUB, also provides
advice on program scheduling,
advertising and meeting
procedures.
Anyone wishing to start a new
organization on campus must first
draw up a constitution.
Guidelines, sample constitutions,
and assistance are available from
Ms. Golder's office.
Constitutions, lists of charter
members, and officers must then
be approved by the Judiciary
Committee and the Student
Senate, For more information on
existing clubs, or how to start a
new organization, contact the
Student Activities Office at
385-1224.
nion Short
Courses
BSU's Student Union will once
again be offering Union Short
Courses this year. Union Short
Courses are non-academic,
no-credit classes offered at low cost.
"The short courses have been a
big success in the past," says
Steve Dingman "BSU Special
Events Coordinator. "We've
offered everything from sailing
and macrame to meditation and
one on marriage called 'Serenity
,and Survival'. Dingman
expects one particular course to be
very popular-sa one or two
day course in wilderness.
photography taught by the
photographers who presented
"Mountain Visions," a
, multi-projector slide show. ,
Union Short Courses are
planned and taught by BSU '
students and staff. They are open
to everyone.
Members.of tbe university
community may attend courses at a
cost of a $2:00 registration fee and
an additional $1.00 per course.
The first two weeks of registration
are reserved for students, faculty
and staff, after which registration
will be open to the public. Cosfs
for non-BSU students are a $2.00
registration fee, plus$2.00 per
course. Registration is on a first
.come, first serve basis. Forms will
be available at the SUB Union
Station. Courses for theFall '81
semester will begin approximately
October 31 and will last from 1-5
weeks.-
Anyone may propose a course
that he or she would like to teach;
Dingmann said no proposed
course has ever been rejected. If
you are interested in teaching a
Union Short Course, watch for
the course suggestion form in next
week's University News, or
contact the Student Activities
Office on the 2nd floor of the '
SUB or at 385-1224
ealth Center
In an ongoing effort to keep
students healthy, BSU offers a
Student Health Service. The
service is located in the Health
Building, which is across the street
from the main campus at 2103
University Drive. The center is
staffed by professionals. They
are: Dr. Nyborg
Director-Physician and: -
Dr. Drennan, Physician. There
are two certified Nurse
Practitioners'and two
Secretary-Receptionists ready to
aid with any health problem.
When asked whether students
take full advantage of the health
, service, Dr. Nyborg commented,
"Yes, 1think so. We are busy
most of the time. Our busiest
time of the year is winter. We
handle anywhere from eighty to
one hundred patients per day and
approximately ten to twelve
thousand per year. "
As far as the spectrum of
services, Dr. Nyborg said, "We
can handle ninety percent of the
illnesses that students come in
with."
The services.are quite varied so
that each student can get the full
benefits from the center. Here is a
complete list of the services
available: (1) acute and chronic
illness, (2) allergy injections, (3)
birth control/contraception
examinations, (4) counseling and,
health education, (5) .
dermatology, (6) emergency and
minor surgery, (during office
hours). (7) flu vaccines and
immunizations, (8) eye, ear, nose
and throat infections, and
respiratory disease, (9) lab and
blood test, (10) physical exams,
(II) pregnancy test, (12) urinary
tract infections, (13) venereal
disease information, (14)
orthopedic care, fractures,
sprains and contusions and in
some cases, referrals to any other
community agency or private
physician which can better assist
the student. The majority of the
services are free. There is a very
small fce for flu shots, pap
smears, and premarital blood tests
and a five dollar deposit on the
use of crutches.
With the cost of education
rising all of the time, it is
important to squeeze every benefit
out of student fees. Part of the
registration fee is for health
service, so take full advantage if
you are a full-time student. There
is no appointment necessary, so
stop in anytime'.
Student~Insurance og .'
All full-time students who are
presently covered by some other
form of health insurance (i.e. '
Blue Cross, Medicaid, etc. (may
apply for a refund for student
health insurance. Students will
get back the $29 from their
student fees which goes to health
insurance. Deadline for
, application is Sept. 30, but
students are advised to apply as
soon as possible. The student
health insurance representative
will be in the Student Senate.'
Offices, on the 2nd floor of the
BSU S.U.B., from 2-4 p.m. daily.
Experienced
".studentspreferred
1
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One of the mandates of the 1872 Mining
Law states that the owner of a claim has to
~nv'estone-hundred dollars annually toward
labor or improvement upon each claim;
Today, the comparable investment is
substantially less than the original amount. ASARCO still has time to accelerate
• Another element of the law, is that' ,it exploration if it receives a permit; however,
guarantees an entry access to the plans of action are frozen until a permit is
claim holder. This is greatly disputed issued. '
because overriding rules and regulations Why ASARCO's White Cloud activity
mandated by the Forest Service and Bureau resurfaced at this particular time' is, -an
of 'Land Management could render the interesting question. When The Idaho
guarantee access useless. On the otherStatesman·questioned ASARCO's motives" Panning the Press
hand, once a patent is issued to the Richard Brown, ASARCO director of
'claimant the Forest Service has' little exploration, replied, "Why not' now?" (It has' been suggested that media,
tangible control over the premises. "We've had lots of big projects in the coverage of the current ASARCO activitv is
A plan of operation clause is necessary. 'West, and there's a renewed interest in that biased and sensationalistic.) , .
If the development caused "significant project by our people in Spokane." Pat Ford is also critical of media
disturbance of the surface resources" the Brown announced the mining company's Coverage on the ASARCO issue. He claims
Forest Service would analyze the situation current intentions in a recent Idaho that ASARCO/White Clouds is approach- .
to determine if an operating plan is needed. Statesman article. "Our ultimate goal is ed superficiallyvthat the media' needs to
, "The Forest Service- doesn't have the an open pit mine,if it.is profitable. We are concentrate more on the background of the
right to stopmining orto StopASARCQ," permitted by the Mining .Act (of 1872) to ' issue: .wildlife, ,logging, grazing, in
'explained Pat Ford. "However, the Forest explore for minerals." addition to recreational resources.
Service's policy on mining is: anything you Mining exploration covers eight different." '--,,'-"_':"',-:;.'-'--'---------'----..:.-'-
do has go to be • compatible ',with the levels beginning with the discovery of the' -,'Environmental Entourage"
purpose of a recreational area." mineral. Next; a geo-chemicatsearch take9 -'-----'-'-'--' --:,-....;...-:,-......,r--......,..:-.-"-i-~-:,--,
The Forest Service has little control over' Placewhichmay.or may not be.followed by ,,'The Idii1.lo Conse'rvllti6'n' diigil(i'l:'Ontirl'~- ','
mining operations. The NatIonal Environ- a geO-physical search. If seV~ral factors ues to~mo\lnt'opposition towardexplor-.,
mental Policy Act 00969 andJhe Organic coincide, !arget areas arefQrmed., ,', adon ,and development rif ASARCO's
A~t()f189! are additional examples of the f.', 1,'hefift,hstep,iuhall,ow depth l1rilling ,claims. Ic:L i~very concerned about the
conirols they can tap. The former was ·toenlarge'and:e,ltplore tIie targets. This is ',;,''Cffect I!- priini~ve road in an undeveloped
passed by Congress "to promote,~r(:)[:ts tlJestep,ASARCO isriow finishing. WildetheS~ will have onthe:ieereational'
whic,h will.lm:yent or ~\ijnipate ~niiige to, i\fte"rw"ard. depth information is needed, so environmental",and aesthetic qualities or '
the environment, " The Organic Act of a larger drill is used. IfASARCO continues the White Clouds.
1897 mandates that persons engaged in to explore,this will be their next step, Addressing the "destruction of fragile
mining activity on Natio,nalForestla~d After depth inforrnationhas been found watersheds in the Sawtooths," is Rolf MolybdenUm' I
L.-..:.~~~=-==~~~::;:-'7;-::;-;:;-"--'-;"'--------------';"---'-------'--'-;"'------;"-;'-';""';"~';""';"';""';"---'-- .
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The 1964 National Wilderness Preservation
System Act does not preclude mining in
wilderness areas, however Congress' can
ban new' minirrg claims.
Regulations to protect surface resources
became law in 1973, although many
mineral resources are excluded from the
.law.
"The Forest Service has minimal
control," comments Ford. "If the United
States needs molybdenum at a certain point
it will be mined, regardless. The BLM could
say 'Yes, mine the White Clouds despite
Forest Service recommendations for
Wilderness status.' SNRA is, ultimately
subject to the BLM .
Their stronghold is the Sawtooth NRA
Bill, passed in 1972, Its most powerful tool
is a regulation that demands that
ASARCO"will not substantial1y impair the
purposes for which the recreation area is
established.' ,
An environmental impact statement is
'prepared when the degree ofimpairment is
disputed. The inherent drawback is that
"substantiiU impairment" is an ambiguous
term that can be interpreted in a-number of
ways. Since the law has never, been
contested, no one knows if it can withstand,
or conquer a challenge.
The first challenge, however, may soon
take place. The Idaho Conservation League
has initiated a petition drive that opposes
an ASARCO open pit mine in the White
Clouds.
. The petition also seeks Wilderness
designation for the 283,000 acre area. The
'p,utcome will be interesting. What effect the
'policies or the ReaganAdministration and
the Department of the Interior will have on
the outcome 'is unknown.
Nearly 1000 signatures have already been
attained, including that of Governor John
Evans on September 4th.
The application of the Sawtooth NRA
Bill may prove more successful than
attempts with other mining regulations.
The SNRA has been part of the Rare II
lands since 1978. In 1982 the Forest 'Service
will submit a management plan for these
lands. The Roadless Area Review and
Evaluation (Rare II) consists of 62 million
acres of National' Forest lands under
consideration for Wilderness, Multiple
Use, or Further Planning designations,
The SNRA falls in the "Further
Planning" category until I982, when it will
either be recommended for Wilderness or
non-Wilderness status. If the final decision
suggests Wilderness, 'and if Congress
approves it, logging and road-building
efforts will be eliminated within SNRA
boundaries. ~
If that occurs, ASARCO' would still own
fifty-one claims and theoretically could not
'be prohibited from exploration or
development of their molybdenum depos-
its. Practically, however, there would.be no
means by which access could be attained.
ASARCO Aspirations
an exploration shaft is" sunk for bulk
samples. Finally, mill tests are done on the
samples to determine the feasibility of
economic recovery. Any activity after this
point will be part of the development state.
Actually, ASARCO has three more
exploration levels to fulfill before it can
begin to develop an open pit mining
operation,
, Of the preference for an open pit mine,
Brown related to the Idaho Statesman,
"The most reasonable and practicable way
of mining those (minerals) at the present
time--and I don't want to be precluded
from an alternate proposal in later years-vis
an open pit mine."
A serious contradiction was noted in an
article by Pay Dirt, a mining periodical
The descrepancy exists between statements
made by, John Balla, ASARCO director of
operations in Spokane, and Richard
Brown. '
In response to conjecture about a permit
for working.accessASARCO official, John
Balla told The Idaho Statesman, "Every-
,body now recognizes no proposals were to
be made. We did talk about additional
.drilling in the area, but our plans were
'overly emphasized." He stressed that
ASARCO "has no plans for an open pit
mine and nothing is planned."
Brown maintains that ASARCO's
long-term goal is an open pit mine.
"Chances are we might wish to explore the
-claims with the chance of building a mine
there. "
Whether or not Balla and Brown are
airing their personal opinions on this
subject is unknown. However; the fact
remains that their stances are contradic-
tory.
Brown also told The Idaho Statesman
that a primitive road access would work
better because "transporting equipment
and labor by helicoptor is too expensive."
Their renewed interest stems from the
desire to step up exploration. To do so, a
permit must be granted for right of aCCeSS
because ASARCO has reached capacity
with the present shallow depth drilling rigs.
ASARCQ considers it time for a larger drill
and an appropriate access. '" '
, This brings us to the crux of the current
issue. On Wednesday, July 29th, ASARCO
officials met with the Forest Service, in the
'Castle Peak/Baker Lake area, to "ex-
change information regarding the proce-
dures and options for any future mineral
exploration work," said Al Ashton,
superintendent of. SNRA. They discussed
the options for bringing in exploration
equipment. Three possibilities for entry ,
acc-ss in SNRA are: over-the-snow track,
helicopter, and primitive road. ASARCO
opts for the primitive road; the Forest
Service vetoes that choice, at this time.
Paul Barker stated, '.'The primitive road
is not acceptable by the Forest Service. The
other two options remain open as access
possibilities." ASARCO has yet to
approach the Forest Service for a permit.
"An application for an access permit is not
expected. if at all, until January," Barker
said.
Haunted by the episode. of the
Andrus-Samuelson race, ASARCQ finds
itself between a rock and a hard spot.
Current public criticism of ASARCO's
resurgence is based upon' speculation, not
actual occurrences. '
Larson, 'Environmental ,Specialist 'with
Public Interest Research Group, a
non-profit organization in Washington
D.C. He commented onthe problems of
water drainage, claiming it is a major point
of contention.
Paul Barker stressed that"we must look
at specific' proposals when talking about
mining and water pollution." Barker also
proposed that "water quality is very
important for the high quality streams and
the' high quality salmon and steelhead
fishing," adding that, "mining companies
must follow EPA standards."
When asked' about measures to prevent
water pollution, Barker'replied, "There are
two options: mining is not al1owed, period,
or'the Forest Service takes into account that
pollution is likely to occur, and
consequently" restrictions are imposed an
- mining interests, such as monitoring
stations. "
ICL questions the impact an open pit
, molybdenum mine will have on the White
Cloud drainage area. Pat Ford thinks an
evaluation of the result of the Cyprus
Mine on the Sawtooth watershed and its
effect on the Salmon River is necessary
before prematurely considering another
mine in the Salmon River drainage.
There has-been talk about ASARCQ's
effect on the environment fn comparison to
Cyprus Mine, near Challis. Cyprus is a
producing open pit molybdenum mine that
is not included in SNRA. Governor John
Evans, who expresses concern for Cyprus
and the expanding Challis area, is also
vocal about ASARCO in the White Clouds.
He summed up each mine during a speech
to the Idaho Mining Association. In his
office press release he described Cyprus as
"an example of 'the right way' to mine,
without sacrificing social or environmental
standards. "
Whereas, Evans depicts 'the wrong way'
by describing a "proposed molybdenum
.mine in the White Clouds area of the
Sawtooth National Recreation Area." That
development, he continued, would be an
"eleven-year step backward when the
White Clouds issue was settled by the
voter's." He is alluding to ASARCO and
the 1970 gubernatorial race. '
Future Focus
Moly
or
Mountains?
-Continued from cover
it. Spurred by the campaign, public
sentiment divided; the opposing factions
. prepared for battle. Andrus.' victory was
instrumental in defeating ASARCO's 1969
proposal and in engendering a greater sense
of environmental concern among
Idahoans.
The birth of the "environmental era of
the Seventies" plus the 1969ASARCO
incident compelled the Idaho Legislature to
redesignate the Sawtooth National Forest
as the Sawtooth National Recreation Area
in 1971.
Several factors influenced the move for
reclassification. The lawmakers, heavily
lobbied byIdaho conservation groups and
an environmentally-minded governor, Cecil
D. Andrus, sought the National Recreation
Area designation for the 754,000 acre tract
within whose boundaries ASARCO's
properties lie. Their effort resulted in the
protection of an area that offers
spectacular scenery and recreational
opportunities.
Today, the same dispute is placed in a
politically conservative setting. ASARCO's
opposition is gaining strength despite the
absence of Andrus, as governor, and the
influence gained from the 1970 gubernator-
ial race.
Governmental Gambits
The emotional complexities parallel a
bureaucratic structure of equal intricacy.
The hierarchy of regulations from the
United States Forest Service, Sawtooth
National Recreation Area and the Bureau
of Land Management, coupled with the
ambiquities of specific laws, create difficult
conditions. The 1872 MiningAct is one'
example.
"The 1872 Mining Act governs the
mining that takes place on public land,"
states Pat Ford" Idaho Conservation
League Director. It's a badly outmoded law
because it doesn't consider envir-
onmental controls-the law gives miners,
privileges not in keeping with today's need
to protect the environment."
Otto Schumacher, Spokane geologist
with the United States Bureau of Mines,
said, "The 1872 law is verbally outmoded
and subject to misinterpretation."
The recent rumblings have stimulated the
attention of Idaho politicians. Represen-
tative Larry Craig stated that he opposes
mining in the White Clouds, Senator Steve
Svmmsclaims Evans opposed the mine to
garner support for his reelection. Senator
James McClure and Representative George
Hansen are forestalling their comments
until the Rare Ilstudy is completed.
Tile Idaho Statesmallrelated Governor
Evans' position of last Thursday. ','Con-
gress should ban mining in the White
Clouds and Boulder tvlOuntains by creating
a 280,000 acre wilderness. "
Senator James McClure (R-Idaho)
suggests that ASARCO swap its land for a
parcel of equal value elsewhere. He told
Pay Dirt that he intends to discuss the'
situation with ASARCO. McClure also
commented that he thinks ASARCO might
accept the-idea of a land trade because of
the difficulties inherent in their present
situation.
The, feasibility of such a move' was
discussed by William L. Rice, Mining
Specialist for the United States Bureau of
Mines in Spokane, He claims that land
swaps are not an unusual occurrence in the
minerals industry.
The Idaho Conservation League would
like to have ASARCO pull out of the White
Clouds altogether. Though there are no
grounds for removal, ASARCO may
choose to depart if its, maneuvers are
challenged to the point of stalemate. At
that time ASARCO might decide-it is more
advantageous to leave. One can only
speculate ...•.. but then, that's what mining
.is all about, .
.' - " .. .:~::', ..;
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LARI\ Y ALDER, FREE SAFETY FROM BOISE '. . r
IS A FIERCE HinER WHO AGGRESSIVELY
WEMT AnERAMD MADE A FAMTASTIC
IMTEP.~EPTIOMAMD SE\lEN- TACKLES. AT
LAST WEEKS GAME
CONFESS
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"Back To School Blues,"
is not havilg enough money to buy that ftmky new
·Iaundry for school? Try us on for size.:
~~k's
~~I ~'C~Rar:::T"" ~ fa r l n.) I ,\i,.~ i
fll'Clofhing 503 So.5th
,'Cornarof 5th and Myrtle
We have broken it pD:es because ourCkJthes have
been broken it for you., Buy a new wardrobe for what
you w¥l'~8IY::~ for.,ooe palof,jen.
,/-';··>-,Ctme.ifalll see us! , " ,,'
,';~CIP'tle$iOhConsignment..
"DAILY "Happy Hour" - 4:30 to 6:30 P.M. 2 for 1 Hi Balls 50c Pound,
Pitchers 2.00
Monday Night '
"Bee[ £j Brew" Served 6:00 p.rn, to 9:00 p.m.
All Stake dinners include a pilcher of beer.
Tuesday Night
"Wheel of Fortune" 9:00 p.m. 'till midnight
Wednesday Night
"Rsmbutqes" £, a Lb. of Beer 3.25
2 For I Hi Ball (9:00 p.m. 'till midnight) Pitchers 2.00
Thursday Night
"Ladies Night" 9:00 p.m. 'till midnight 95CHi Ball
Friday and Saturday Nights
• Prime Rib Special 6.95
Served with Natural Salad, your choice of dressing £, French Fries
or (after 6:00 p.m.) our special Baked Potato.
Sunday NOON· 4:00 p.rn, Sundays· Pounds 2 for 1..
All Day Family Special - Join us for your favorite Burger or Stake. One free Kld's
Burger with each meal purchased (for, kids 15 years or under).
AMRUE c:owS (ff1(ER SELEtTlOl (ffICER
WItl.J£OI YWl,.~, .GJI\RANlHD AVIATIOI
.M~: SePtemberl~,'15'''&'16,1981 eFH·A.Yltii 1..ESSIIS
.' TUE::lOam ••zpm 8$10)' A tumI INCW£~
RJI£E:LOBBY SftJDENT .UNION·,", efl)' OI.Cf1V116 JRAININ6
, sEECAPrAltI C. E. VNJ.AtIDINQIM ...
". . . - ,"
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Succeed
in business.
-Hit's a lot easier with a Texas Instruments calculator
designed to' solve business problems." -
Touch a few special keys on these Texas
Instruments calculators, the TI Business
Analyst-lIn'and The MBA"~and lengthy
time-value-'of-money problems suddenly
aren't lengthy anymore.You can automati- ,
cally calculate profit
margins, forecast
sales and earnings and perform statistics.
And problems with repetitive calculations
are a piece of cake for the MBA, because it's
programmable. '
These calculators mean business, and what'
they give you is time-time to graspunderlying
business concepts, while they handle the num-
ber crunching. Tomake it even easier, each
calculator comes with a book written especially
for it, which shows you how to make use of the
calculator's full potential. ,. _
The Business Analyst- II and MBA business
calculators from,Texas Instruments. 'I\VO~2' ,
ways to run a successful business rna- {jr;--\
jor, without running yourself ragged.
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
INCORPORATED
.Continuedji'om page3
of seats in 'Parliment to' complete ,their
'control of France's political power
structure and carry out a leftist program.
"The hour of socialism has struck," said'
Prime Minister Pierre Mauroy.
July
1st. The BSU newspaper The.Univer sit y
News faces a shutdown in its production
when leaders in the ASB threaten to cut off
the paper's student money. .
Ist. Boise Mayor Dick Eardley announc-
es he will seek a third four-year term in
November;
7th. Democratic Colorado Senator Gary
Hart accuses the Reagan administration of
basing its air quality standards on economic
rather than health standards.
8th. The Legislatureis dead locked over
legislative reapportionment. At issue is the
question over where to put Ada county -
Idaho's most populated county - in
redrawing the state's two congressional
·districts.
8th. Ronald Reagan nominates Sandra
O'Connor as the first woman on the U.S.
Supreme Court.
9th. British Prime Minister Margaret
Thatcher appeals to, Britons to end the sixth
straight' night of street rioting which has
.rocked the country. e- '
.Hth, California Governor Jerry Brown
is pitted againstthe U.S. government when
he refuses to spray' areas infested with the
Mediterranean fruit fly. He later relents
when the federal government threatens to
quarantine the state's fruit supply.
.ise. The National Wildlife Federation,
one of America's most politically conserva-
tive environmental groups, urges Reagan to ,
remove 'James Watt as Secretary of the
Interior
16th. 'Boise coin dealer Keith Bybee
shoots and kills a fleeing robbery suspect
after he (Bybee) is beaten and robbed.
Bybee's action unleashes a storm of protest
for and against him. Prosecutor Jim Harris
d~dde~ not to try Bybee for the .shcoting ..
l~t'l. Two skybridges at, .the "Hyatt
Regency Hotel in, Kansas City collapse,
killing 113 people.
28th. Prince Charles.Tieir to the, British
throne, marries Lady Diana Spencer. ,,,
Ist. The baseball strike is over.
5th. Air traffic controllers strike.
6th. The U.S. government starts firing U.S.
air traffic controllers who break the.law by
participating in an illegal strike.
13th. The Berlin Wall turns 20.
20th. Two U.S. Navy pilots shoot down
two Libyan jets after the Libyans fire upon
the U.S. planes. The Libyans say the U.S.
violated their airspace.
21st. BSU President John Keiser warns
that depressed economic support for higher
education may result in the end of open
admissions.
27th. The Bunker Hill Company in
Kellogg "very reluctantly" shuts down its
mining and smelting operations. The
company cites heavy financial losses as the'
, reason for the forced closure. - '
~~h.blggestr' most
spirited group,
II=~' Gr.e~ ot Non- Gr.ekr
win·,a~!g,of .
MUler De.r.rr
~~Ju,d9.dby'Mmer
___ --. ......nepre.ntatlves,.r_r __ ....
SUB SNACK BAR
Luncheon Specials
Tuesday, September 15th
Baked Juicy Meatloaf .... 99 Turkey Pot Pie .... 89
, Wednesday,. September 16th
Baked Ham with fruit sauce 'and candied yams ... 139
Spanish Macaroni ...•. 69
Thursday, September 17th
A LUNCH YOU CAN'T REFUSE
Choice of three' great sauces ~Sausage, Meat & Meatless -
Salads of your choice and hot garlic bread-all for only ... 199
Friday, September 18th .
"rS-,Country fried steak with country gravy ....129'fs:uni'~ia'"' ,.A~erican.St:le La~agria .....89 .. , ._uns~iace,
Student Union Building/Boise State University ,
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SPIRIT "-ALLY,
'2 bitdrafls 8 to ..i,
Thursday
In this, the first article in a four-part
series, former Arbiter editor and BSU
student body president. Sally Thomas will
address the issue of whether or not
intercollegiate athletics should continue as
part of college and university programs.
The score stood at Rutgers 6 goals and
Princeton 4 goals when the players trotted
to the showers after America's first
intercollegiate football game in 1869, and
the controversy over athletics has held the
field ever since. The accusations include
demoralization of the college and academic
work, dishonesty, betting and gambling,
professionalism, recruiting and subsidizing,
over-exaggeration, and brutality.' The
defense points to the vigor and alertness of
athletes, the promotion of manly character,
loyalty, and qualities of leadership and
scoffs at the-notion that a college athlete
could be either recruited or paid. Fueled by
the exploitation of the news media first
creating then catering to a sports-hungry
public, college athletics quickly changed
from the relatively simple, informal student
sports to become highly organized,
commercial operations with large financial
demands and complex rules.
Faculty members initially regarded
athletics as a nuisance, a means of irritation
rather than of education and a waste of
time and student interest. Playing the role
of the traditional pedant in holding aloof
from athletics and their administration, the
faculty by default gave over the control to
. interested and not always wise alumni and
administrators. Out of both loyalty and a
sense of power, alumni made' generous
contributions to athletics and, in turn,
received a generous measure of control
from administrators who were pressed by
the .complexity and amount and cost of
equipment, coaching, and other athletic,
Sports Shorts
Parting
Shots by Shawn de Loyola
by Sally Thomas
expenditures. The influence of the
undergraduate had diminished by the late
1800's. along with' the' extravagances
demanded by the games, and it all but
disappeared with the organization, at the
insistance of college presidents, of the
intercollegiate conferences in the 18905.
.Notwithstanding the charges of
professionalism beginning as early as
1880, when the practices of training
tables, paid coaching, financial incentives
to players, and, specialized uniforms began
to be established, football as a business
became a public fact in 1906 when
admission charges were raised to as much
as $1.50 and again in 1915 when, in order
to increase the sales of its games
programs, the University of Pittsburgh
placed large numerals on the backs of its
players. Prior to these dates, the
controversy surrounding intercollegiate
atheletics had been somewhat limited to
mainly questions on the status of the
players and on the. practices, honest or
immoral, of the schools in recruiting and
retaining its players. The rapid building
and expansion of stadiums and, field-
houses to accommodate football as a
spectacle. for the paying public, which hit
its peak in the: 1920s, and the soaring
attendance and revenue figures since'
established depict the incredible emotional
and financial investment the American
public is willing to make in college
football. The earlier controversy remains
unresolved, but now added to it is the
question of the purpose of organized
sport in relation to the mission of higher '
education in America. '
In the next three weeks, Ms. Thomas will'
discussthe advantages, disadvantages, and
thefuture intercollegiateathletics in higher,
education.
Sitting in the stands this past weekend,
one got the impression that runningback
Rodney Webster has .already warmed the
hearts of many a BSU football fan.
Comments like, "Cedric Who?", and
"Give the ball to Rodney!" were not
uncommon.'
Officials are needed for Intramural Coed
Softball and .Flag Football. If you' are
interested, please contact the. Intramural
office or call 385-1131.
The women's volley team opens up its
season next week in Reno. The netters will
play Reno on the 18th and then turn aroung
and challenge Sacramento State on the
19th.
Coach Darlene Bailey noted that
"both schools have excellent programs.
SAC State was Division III national
champion a couple of years ago, and is
likely to be the best team we face all year."
Before heading down to Reno, Bailey's·
charges will engage Nl'lC in a low key
scrimmage this coming Tuesday at 4 p.m.
in the gym.
"I want to organize the team, try people-
in different positions and have the team get
experience ',in a low pressure situation,"
Bailey said.
Carol Ladwig commenting on President
Reagan's policy statements concerning
Title IX Stated, "It's a tremendous
disappointment. He doesn't seem to
understand that Title IX has lead to the
growth of women's athletics.
"Before Title IX women's teams
provided their own uniforms,. paid for
their gas and brought their own sack
lunches," she said.
It's painfully obvious that the budget axe
will fall more heavily on women's
programs; I just hope that at BSU we will
continue to press forward in the
development of quality programs for our
women athletes, regardless of what the
federal government does."
BSU's cross-country teams open this
weekend in the Gem State Natural Light
Run. Coach Jim Klein speculatedon this
year's teams. "The women's team has very
little depth and right now is a big question
mark."
"We do have a discplined runner in
Cindy Crow. Her commitment to running
has allowed her. to start the season where
we left off last year. Right now she stands~'
head and shoulder above her teammates."
A freshman runner that Mr .• Klein has
high hopes for is Wendy Woltgren: "She
comes from a small town in Oregon, but
her light body and tenacious running style
make a force to contend with in the
future," he said.
The men's cross-country team is seven
deep in quality runners. Co~ch Klein
pointed out that "Kent Newman has grown
,as an athlete and a person. He has to
assume a lead role on this team."
"Then it's up to the. likes of Tom
Rothenberger, Tony Timmerman,
Humberto Ramirez and John Gardner to
make this' team competitive i..l the Big
Sky."
'Coach Klein suggested that, "Humberto
Ramirez from BOgata, Colombia may very
well be our best runner before the season is
over. He is a tough and experienced
runner." ,
Other runners counted on to contribute
this year are Gene Stone,' Eric McManaman
.and Martin Henderer.
BSU special teams dominated play in
the Bronco's ".32-20hometown defeat of
Np;thwestern LA. State. Here, Coach Jim
Criner looks on while Keurette Johnson .
blocks a punt. Seconds later, Linebacker
Paul Ungerfell on the ball in the end zone
for SIX points.
. .The Broncos defense became unbeatable
ear.ly.in the second quarter when Tackle
Randy Trautman bulldozed Louisiana
State . quarterback Bobby Herbert. 'The
BSU of/.ense also made a~ impressieve
'debut., withrookie quarterback Tim Klena
co,!,pl~ti,ng17'of 27passesfor 222 yards.
Inaddmo~~theBronco_defense caught ..
:four pass interceptions, one.of which,Rick
Woof/s brought in for a . 33 yard
, ,toucht;Jown. '
PRE-HOME GAME: WARMUP'-'.:
AND POSTGAME'
VlctOP.Y PAp.rY~6. . .J-
FROM 5 to 7 SATURD~YS1.50Pit.chets
AFTER THE GAME TILL CLOSING 25 . DRAnS!
ISYOUR FUTURE -
IN'THEAIR?
A4 Ii
TRAINING: Training programs offering early managerial and
technical responsibilities. Immediate opening in aviation management.
PILOTS. NAVIGATORS • SYSTEMS OPERATORS
QUALIFICATIONS: Minimum BS/BA degree (summer graduates
may inquire). Applicants must be no more than 29 years old. Relocation
required. Applicants must pass 'aptitude and physical examinations
and qualify for security clearance. U.S. citizenship required.
BE:NEFITS: Excellent package includes 30 days' earned annual
vacation. Medical/dental/low cost life-insurance coverage and other
tax-free incentives. Dependents' benefits available. Extensive training
program provided. Promotion program included.
PROCEDURE: Send a resume to, or call: Naval Management Programs -.
. . , 4696 Overland Road, RM 470
Boise, ID 83705
. (08) 334-1495
":
SMILE
You Could Become. A
University News
Photographer:
Interested
Students
Apply At
2nd Floor
of SUB
_A'd Sales.
Expe~rienced
student preferred
385..1464
DEAR·STUDENTS:
You don't have to be a math genius"to figure
it out. Basic money management and careful
budgeting are two very effective ways to
stretch your college dollars.
We can help
stretch those dollars!!
As a'consumer in today's inflated economy,
you are aware that no other part of your .j
budget has been more unpredictable than that : i
portion set aside for the purchase of food ..
Careful planning and wise. investments can
hedge inflation and save' you money! Our
coupon program is--- .
~'GUARANTEED UN-INFLATION"
You say. "THAT'S GREAT," but I've got a
busy schedule and can't make it to meals. We
know. summer schedules aredjfferent. Rigi~
rulesj don't fit anymore. Schedules and
demands differ from week 'to week; semester
to semester, and year to year. What may work
for your ttian;erile,stet~ mightoe alI wrong the
next. So, we're-fhi~~ble too. .;
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INTRODUCING THE INFLATION STOPPER
COUPON PROGRAM:
,
HERE'S AN EXAMPLE
Developed and tested at Boise State Univer-
sity over the last few years, the coupon meal
plan offers the ultimate in flexible dining for
busy summer schedules!!!
Amount above .88 payable in cash plus tax
Customer's food selection totals 51.31
Customer gives one coupon. . . . . . . . . . . .88
Difference payable in cash. . . . . . . . . . . . .43
Sales tax on difference . , . ..... .. . .. .01
Cash payment due ;........... .. .45• Stretches your FOOD DOLLAR
• Inflation' proof ..
• Maximum flexibility, eat as often as you like,
where you like, when you like
• Bring friends for meals or snacks· ,
• 100% 'usable in any university food facility,
for any kind of food purchase
• Buy take out.food for dorm, apartment, or a
picnic '
If (:~.,~,I':" .
HERE'S HOW IT'WOR~S!! .
Each couponbopk cbntains 45 coupons and
sells for $36.00 plus tax. The coupons are
good in either the campus boarding program
(alLyou can eat) o~.fn-the Snack Bar or
GardenDell. You play only ~.80 per coupon
which may be redeemed in ~he followlnq ways:
Cou~onsar~ go~din t~~r.isiderice hall dining
program when: ~eare feeding (schedule pub-
"Ilshed): " ... '
Breakfast:· 2 coupons
I:.Ut.fh::; ; 3 coupons
Dinner:' .•. 4 c~>upons;;
" .-t ~: ' .•J~''(/:
Coupons, are iike. ~ash in. the Snack Bar -~r·
Deli, each c()uponhas 'a cash value of $.88 on
any ofthe ma'nyiiems<>ffe~~d.daily . That's an
inflatioilst()pp.lng 1O%i,!1creli~ein valuel!
~/":.J. '.: ~._:,~''':>.' " ,-- -.-".;:-,
Amount below .88 no change given
Customerfood selection totals........ '.79
Customer gives one coupon. . . . . . . . . . . .88
No.change given
Our coupon program can save you money.
and we're flexible to meet your. demanding.
schedule.
Sound like a good IDEA We think so.vtoo.
andwe'll be happy to explain this exciting (dod
program ... Just stop ~y the.F90P Service
Director's office and ilskus 'about it.
IT'S GUARANTEEDUN·INFLATION
'~
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Phoebe & the Pigeon People byjay Lynch & Gary Whitney
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"I'm an aetor-I should have thought that was
, obvious,"
C1lll1_Nlt.1.Ii
"Trust me. S8nator-you'lIst6aJ the show,"
. . ~ . '. '" ' ... -. '..
Don't
mak.
Q
mov_
'nlyoUbuy
you,' University News
Qassifled Ad! ,
ThEiy're only 10 cents per word, per issue,
and. 'you coo run ittodO)l! Just bring
yourself and your ad-~ond your 10cents
per word-bv.the SUl3lnf()fffijtion
Center, roy weekdOy8 to4:00. All ooto
dassifiedacl sheet, anq we'll place "
your ad in the nex week'sUnlveISityNews.
Be sure to hurry, though·~Deadllne for
each Wednesday'siss~is 12-noon
N-i:xv:Jay beforep.Jblication.
When Vishnu Bubu and I got off the plane in New
Deli, the temperature was a sweltering 105. All around
the plane swarmed peasants and beggar-merchants,
screaming in high shrill voices things like, "Baksheesh,
effendi!" and, "Maxell tapes, you getturn here!" I
bought some Chic lets from a scrubby lillie boy in a
Disneyland t-shirt, letting him keep the change. Let's
face it.rupees have always confused me and Ijust didn't
want to deal with it.
After making the usual incantations and declarations,
we got through customs and secured a taxi for the long
ride to Rhatbash.The Punjabi (I think) cabdriver didn't
seem at all surprised that we wanted him to take us 200
miles in his taxi. Mass transportation in this countryis
crowded and sporadic, and many travelers opt for the
taxi.
We piled, our bags in tlie back of the rotted-out
Pontiac and got in the back seat. Ahmed, our driver,
crawled in through the driver's window, apologizing all
the time about how the door was stuck shut, about how
once an irate Pakastani diamond' merchant had gotten
"'.pissed off at Ahmed during an argument about soccer
and had beaten the door handle with the attache case
that was handcuffed to his wrist. No mailer where you
go in this country, it seem like somebody is always
apologizing-sorry the air conditioning doesn't work,
sorry the curry is so sticky.
But Vishnu B. and I weren't worried much about
comfort. Weweren'ton vacation. We had come to find
the Rowdy Buddha.
Ahmed punched II Blondie tape into the deck and
apologized about the left channel sounding like a kazoo.
I was surprised a Punjab would even know what a
kazoo was. I guess Ahmed had been around.
With a very strange sounding"Call Me" blasting out
of the speakers, we were off at 70 m.ph, '
••••••
You may wonder, and with good reason, why a
couple of guys like Vishnu Bubu and I would be going
to a place like Rhatbash. You probably get through
your daily like just fine without ever going near the
place.
You're not going to fmd any laundromats, bowling
alleys, or Co\. Sander's Kentucky Frieds in Rhatbash.
, About all there is besides some stucco huts of the local
villagers and the HapllY' Sahib's Coffeeshop (open all
night) is the ashram of Baba Yogi. (Maybe you heard
about this Baba Yogi before. He was one of the many
holy men that showed up in the States in '68 after the
Mahareesh made it big with the Beatles.)
While he was in the U.S. he got mixed up in some
Dude Ashram scheme out in Nevada that got busted by
the I.R.S. for non-payment or some such thing. Baba Y.
split with a suitcase fuJI of Franklins and set himself up
in a nice little spread up in Rhatbash. This holy, man
thing must be a hell of a way to make .a living.
But tlie Bubu and I really didn't care where his money
came from. We were looking. for' information.
. Somewhere back in that Dude Ashram caper the Baba
had run into a weasly little bastard named Bud Rowdy.
Rowdy had a bunch of used car lots 01\ the strip in
Vegas and bank accounts everywhere.
I'm maybe not much of a cryptologist but it 'didn't
take much skullwork to figure out the Bud Rowdy and
the Rowdy Buddha were one and the same.
The Rowdy Buddha isn't the: kind of guy most people
want to be looking for. Nobody invites him to elegant
parties or asks him how his mantra is doing. Nobody
wants to, borrow his lawnmower.
The Rowdy B, used to be an alright type of guy. In
fact, he used to be two alright type of guys. You see,
there used to be this yin-yangish kind of Buddha named
Toe; He had two sides to him, though. One was a happy
guy that never hassled anybody.- But the other side was a
crusty bastard. Always messing with somebody, causing
trouble. The kind of guy: that's ai_ways moving in onl
your girl at a 'Il8ny, the moment you go to the can .
Most of the time these two kept each other in line.
But a few years ago at the 39th Annual Gathering of
the Buddhas. Toe Yin-YlUIg ate a big piece of electric
mushroom quiche. I guess he couldn't handle quiche
very well. When he peaked, he freaked. Your shrink
would call it a raft-load of Schizophrenia. Schilz on a
Ritz. , '
When the sun came up, Happy Buddha woke up
alone. The Rowdy Buddha was free;
••••••
Allm;d ilimal the Pontiac for the parking IOlal
,Happy Sahib"s.The place Was packed for a Tuesday.
The Vish jumped out and made a beeline for the men's
room. His bladder ,was about shot to hell from the ride,
I dug a handful of rupees out of my pocket and went
looking for a pay "hone. I like to call ahead when I visit
the Baba. , . "
Iwondered how many rupees it took to make a phone
call, Theyalwaysconfuse me.
, 'I.\
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THE
PR_OFESSIONAL
ALTERNATIVES .. ·
Hawlett-Packards Hp·41. a standard for professionals. new offers you-a choicel The Hp·41 C.
And the NEyv Hp-41 CV. The HP·41 CV has all the power of the 41 C and adds five times more built-in
memory.
Both calculators are powerful yet easy to use, Both mctude 1110largest function set ever offered
by HP. Both give you the programming power you need to solve your everyday problems quickly and
accurately.
Need lots of memory? Choose the HP·41 CV, Want the' same power but require less memory?
Select the HP-41 C. Both can qrow with you, keeping pace with your computational needs.
Why an HP-417
$325.00• It communicates in words as well as numbers.• 'You can customize it to meet your naeds-c-usaiqn any function or proqr am to any key.• Its Continuous Memory saves your data and programs even when the calculator is
turned off.
• It helps you tackle the most difficult problems with easv-to-use programming,
• Its RPN logic system solves your problems quickly, efficiently. and logically,
• You can expand it witha variety of peripherals. and software to create a complete
computational system,
$250.00
,"
HP-34C Advanced Programmable
Scientificwith Continuous
Memory ",
HP-33C Programmable Scientific with
Continuous Memory
HP-38C Advanced Financial
Programmable with Continuous
MemQry
:$150.00 $150.00
